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Abstract
Recently, a new strategy to re-structure healthcare processes in a patient-centered way, focusing on
increasing the value for the patient while decreasing costs, was proposed by Porter and Teisberg
(2006): Value Based Healthcare. A concrete and complete method to translate this strategy to practice
is still missing, however. In this thesis a toolbox for the development and implementation of Value
Based Care Pathways is presented. The toolbox integrates existing approaches found in literature from
the areas of care pathway development, and Value Based Healthcare, and it is extended with practical
experiences. The toolbox consists of eight phases covering the project preparations, the definition of
outcome measures, development and implementation of the Value Based Care Pathway and the
evaluation and monitoring of the Value Based Care Pathway. For each phase the goals, actors,
techniques, input, output and tools are detailed. As an evaluation of the usability and completeness,
the toolbox is applied in a regional hospital setting by means of a walkthrough. Furthermore, the
toolbox is evaluated on usability and content by external experts. The toolbox is evaluated as
comprehensive and is perceived as useful and easy to use.
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Management summary
Porter and Teisberg (2006) recently proposed a new strategy to re-structure healthcare processes in
a patient-centered way, focusing on increasing the value for the patient while decreasing costs: Value
Based Healthcare. However, a concrete and complete method to translate this strategy to practice is
still missing. In this thesis a toolbox for the development and implementation of Value Based Care
Pathways is presented. The toolbox integrates existing approaches found in literature from the areas
of care pathway development, and Value Based Healthcare, and it is extended with practical
experiences.

Value Based Healthcare and Care Pathways
The goal of Value Based Healthcare is very clear: focusing on achieving the highest value for patients
will improve healthcare; from a financial perspective, as well as from a health status perspective and
a patient and employee perspective. Value in this context is defined as “health outcomes achieved
that matter to patients relative to the cost of achieving those outcomes” (Porter & Lee, 2013). Porter
(2010) defined and ordered outcomes for patients in a three-tier hierarchy, comprising Health status
achieved or retained; Process of recovery; and Sustainability of health. Furthermore, measurement of
value should incorporate all services or activities that collectively determine the results. This way
providers are collectively accountable for the value. To measure the costs to achieve these outcomes,
it is important to measure them around the patient (Porter, 2010). The goal of cost measurement is
to establish the total costs per full cycle of care. However, a concrete and complete method to
translate this strategy to practice is still missing. To enable the organization of care around patient
value, this thesis proposes to combine the Value Based Healthcare theory with care pathway
development methods into Value Based Care Pathways.
Several authors have defined and described methods to develop care pathways [e.g. (Campbell,
Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998; Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002; Panella, Marchisio, & Di
Stanislao, 2003; Vanhaecht, et al., 2011)]. Based on earlier definitions for regular care pathways in e.g.
(De Bleser, et al., 2006; Vanhaecht, De Witte, & Sermeus, 2007; Kinsman, Rotter, James, Snow, &
Willis, 2010; Porter, 2010; Porter & Lee, 2013) “Value Based Care Pathways (VBCP)” are defined as a
description of the organization of the full set of activities of the multidisciplinary team performed over
the full cycle of care for a group of patients with a particular medical condition based on evidence
based medicine (EBM) guidelines with the goal to achieve the highest value for patients. By making
the organization of the care activities explicit, Value Based Care Pathways facilitate the
communication among the multidisciplinary team members and with patients and families. A Value
Based Care Pathway coordinates the roles and sequence of activities of the multidisciplinary care team
across departments and care organizations, patients and their relatives. Furthermore, it includes
documentation, monitoring and evaluation of variances and outcomes and identifies the necessary
resources for care delivery. The aim is to improve patient outcomes across the full cycle of care.
From the literature review, it can be concluded that none of the methods for care pathway
development specifically focuses on the development of VBCPs. However, there are three methods
describing how regular care pathways can be created and one method describing the principles of
Value Based Healthcare. This indicates a gap in the literature for a method that combines the
principles of Value Based Healthcare and care pathways, and guides the development of VBCPs. The
care pathway methods (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998; Vanhaecht & Sermeus,
2002; Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003; Vanhaecht, et al., 2011) do not take into account
‘value’; and Value Based Healthcare (Kaplan & Porter, 2011) focuses on measurement of outcomes
and costs, but does not pay attention to the steps needed to organize and coordinate care. To bridge
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this gap between the Value Based Healthcare strategy and practice, the toolbox presented in this
thesis integrates Value Based Healthcare aspects with existing methods for the creation of care
pathways. As such, it can be seen as an integration of various methods from different perspectives to
arrive at a more comprehensive toolbox.

Method
The research design of this master thesis is based on the regulative cycle of Van Strien (1997). During
the Problem Definition step, orientation interviews are held and a literature scan is performed.
Subsequently, in the Analysis and Diagnosis step, a literature study is performed on the topics of Value
Based Healthcare and care pathway development. Also interviews with experts from practical,
theoretical and managerial field are held. During the Design step, all information is coded and
categorized and consequently integrated into a toolbox. Then the toolbox was applied in a case study
hospital and updated based on the results. In the Evaluation step, an evaluation of the content and
usability has taken place with external experts, through a group-interview and a questionnaire. This
feedback was again incorporated in the toolbox.

Toolbox for the development and implementation of Value Based Care Pathways
The toolbox consists of eight phases covering the project preparations, the definition of outcome
measures, development and implementation of the VBCP and the evaluation and monitoring. For each
phase, the goals, actors, techniques, input, output and tools are detailed. The toolbox is a written
document which describes the different phases the project has to go through to achieve VBCP. The
toolbox is based on the literature introduced above and interviews with experts from three different
fields: theoretical, practical and managerial experts. An interactive version of the toolbox can be
viewed on http://tinyurl.com/VBCPtoolbox. Besides the detailed phases, the toolbox is
complemented with general facilitators and barriers towards development and implementation of
VBCPs.

Application in a case study in a hospital
The toolbox has been applied and tested by means of a walkthrough in a case study. The goal of the
application was to test the understandability and completeness of the toolbox. A hospital that has the
intention to develop and implement VBCPs was chosen as a case organization and the toolbox was
applied. Due to time constraints, the decision was made to do a walkthrough as a method of
evaluation, which means that the evaluators act as if the toolbox would be followed, but actions are
not actually taken. Otherwise the application would have taken several months. The participants were
a medical specialist from the case study hospital and a person acting as an executive who facilitates
the VBCP project. The toolbox as presented in Chapter 4 has been adapted based on the feedback
from the application. Based on the feedback from the application, it is concluded that the phases of
the toolbox were easy to understand and clearly described. The phases in the toolbox are also
perceived as complete, as they are described in detail and cover the full span of the project, from the
moment an organization starts thinking about VBCPs until the VBCP is steadily embedded.

Evaluation with external experts
The toolbox was also reviewed and evaluated by two experts from another hospital in the South of
The Netherlands. These two experts work on the implementation of value based healthcare in that
hospital. During a group-interview the toolbox is evaluated on completeness. The toolbox as
presented in Chapter 4 already contains the improvement suggestions from the evaluation. Besides
the review of the toolbox the experts and the specialist who participated in the application have also
filled out a questionnaire to evaluate the utility. The reviewers state that the toolbox is perceived
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useful for the purpose of developing and implementing VBCPs and that the toolbox is perceived easy
to understand and learn. Also the phases are perceived as coherent and clearly described.

Discussion
A strength of the toolbox is that it emphasizes the organization of care delivery all around the patient
in order to achieve the highest patient value. All different care providers included in the full cycle of
care, together with the patients themselves, are represented in the multidisciplinary work group. This
creates broad support and enlarges the chance of successful implementation of the VBCP. Also, by
giving practical guidelines for the operationalization of the Value Based Healthcare theory, the toolbox
provides an autonomous method (no need for external consultancy) for care organizations whom
already feel the pressure to deliver higher quality without increasing costs. Another strength is
represented in the fact that the toolbox is made very practical by developing an interactive
representation. Still, opportunities for improvement of the toolbox are recognized. For instance by
even further evaluation and application, for example an application with a complete multidisciplinary
team. In such a case discrepancies between theory and practice can be made clearer. Moreover, the
participants become familiar with the toolbox and therefore can better evaluate the completeness of
the content. Also the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness can then be better evaluated by
holding a group-discussion and posing an (improved) questionnaire with all participants of the
multidisciplinary team. Regarding the results accomplished with the VBCP, it would be interesting to
identify determinants of success, instead of only the facilitators. The toolbox itself could be elaborated
with a more governance view, encompassing for example the communication and responsibilities
between the different organizational levels. Also a detailed project management planning can be
added to provide extra guidelines for project leaders and also a scheme of what to discuss in every
meeting could be beneficial.

Conclusion
The goal of the research was to “design a toolbox to develop and implement Value Based Care
Pathways”. This thesis achieved this goal through the making of a toolbox which provides a very good
guideline for the development and implementation of VBCP. It combines the Value Based Healthcare
paradigm with methods for the development and implementation of care pathways and the principles
used are strongly supported in literature and are complemented with expert’s experiences.
Furthermore, it has been applied and evaluated, showing positive outcomes. The eight phases cover
the full span of the project: from the moment an organization starts thinking about VBCPs until the
VBCP is steadily embedded.
Besides the integration of Value Based Healthcare theory with care pathway development, the toolbox
also contributes to the set of methods to develop and implement regular Care Pathways by integrating
three different methods from this field. Moreover, this thesis does not only integrate the different
existing methods on the field of care pathway development, but also operationalizes them by
describing each phase in more detail. For example, for every phase clear goals are defined and the
actors involved are specified as well as techniques and tools that are to be used.
In a broader context this toolbox can help improving quality in healthcare while reducing costs. The
toolbox requires and helps to create awareness for the lack of insight in outcomes that matter to
patients. Meanwhile it provides guidelines for how to improve the insight in outcomes and how to
change the care delivery in manageable steps.
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1. Introduction
Around the world, healthcare costs are rising, while quality is not (IOM (Institute of Medicine), 2001).
The requirements to the health care system have changed due to a changing society. An important
societal development is the aging of the population, which increases the incidence and prevalence of
chronic conditions (IOM (Institute of Medicine), 2001). This requires delivery of complex care which is
coordinated among care providers. However, the health care system has been organized around acute
care, and clinical programs with multidisciplinary cooperation are lacking (IOM (Institute of Medicine),
2001). Another change is the fast advances in medical science and technology. Despite great efforts
the healthcare system has not been able to translate and apply the knowledge and technology into
practice (IOM (Institute of Medicine), 2001).
In 2001 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) came with a publication in which they summarize the changing
requirements of the health care system into six challenges. These challenges cover amongst others
the reengineering of care processes, effective use of information technologies, and coordination of
care across patient-conditions, services and locations over time. So, according to the IOM,
reengineering of the care processes and better coordination between care providers will improve the
ability to meet patient needs and therewith improve quality of care.
Porter and Lee (2013) go even one step further and claim that a fundamentally new strategy, called
Value Based Healthcare, is needed to stop the rising health care costs and start increasing quality. The
health care system needs to change from a fragmented system into patient-centered coordinated care
delivery for each particular medical condition. For each condition, the care providers must have the
common goal to achieve the best outcomes at the lowest costs, i.e. the highest value for patients. The
Value Based Healthcare paradigm, however, does not yet comprise any practical methods to
implement this strategy.
Since the 1980s, care pathways are used to reorganize clinical processes into process-based care
structures with the goal to increase efficiency and improve quality (Shitkova, Taratukhin, & Becker,
2015). Care pathways aim to be patient-centered and transparent and can be used to standardize,
optimize and monitor the process. The quality improvement lies in the combination of improved
patient outcomes, increased patient safety, increased patient satisfaction and optimization of
resource-usage (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011). These care pathways however, do mostly only involve one
department and do not coordinate care over the full cycle of care, in contrast to the Value Based
Healthcare paradigm.
In order to develop and implement care pathways, several methods are described in literature
(Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998; Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003;
Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002; Vanhaecht, et al., 2011). Each method is different and has its own strong
points. E.g. Vanhaecht et al. (2011) is very detailed on each separate phase in the development, while
Campbell et al. (1998) is more focused on the requirements to care pathways as a whole. However,
none of these methods makes the link with a Value Based Healthcare strategy. Combining Value Based
Healthcare with care pathways will put the focus of care providers on the outcomes achieved at the
end of the care process of a patient and goes across departments and care organizations. The focus
on outcomes instead of the current focus on volumes of services will encourage care professionals to
improve the value delivered to patients instead of standardizing processes to be able to process larger
volumes. Restructuring the work from the current ‘silo-ed’ organization into an organization in which
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dedicated, multidisciplinary teams provide and control the full cycle of care will lead to faster
treatment, better outcomes and lower costs (Porter & Lee, 2013).

1.1 Research objective
To overcome the above mentioned gaps, this master thesis proposes a toolbox that combines the
Value Based Healthcare paradigm and existing methods to create care pathways into a method for
developing Value Based Care Pathways. The research assignment is to “design a toolbox to develop
and implement Value Based Care Pathways”. To answer this research assignment several sub-research
questions are answered. The sub-questions are structured in accordance with the research design,
which follows the Regulative Cycle of Van Strien (1997). The cycle covers the problem identification,
analysis and diagnosis, design, application and evaluation and is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The
toolbox is based on findings from literature and complemented with outcomes of interviews with
experts from the theoretical, practical and managerial field. The research design, further content of
the sub-questions and the methods used are discussed in Chapter 3.

1.2 Scientific and practical relevance
The research on care pathways started in the past century and the first articles about care pathways
were published in the 1980s. It appeared that concepts in the field are not yet clearly defined. For
example besides the term care pathway, terms as clinical pathway, critical pathway, care path,
integrated care pathway, case management plans or care maps, are used interchangeable. However,
the other way around, the same terms are also simultaneously used with different meanings.
Value based healthcare is a very new concept, as it was first introduced by Porter and Teisberg in 2006
and is not yet applied in many care organizations. Therefore, this master thesis has scientific relevance
as it combines two relatively new concepts into one toolbox. Moreover, the concepts ‘development
of care pathways’ and ‘value based healthcare’ have both not yet been applied in a regional hospital
setting, which is also done in this thesis.
The practical relevance lies in the toolbox that is to be created, as it gives clear guidelines of how the
hospital can develop, implement and monitor value based care pathways. Currently, the hospital has
no toolbox for the development of (value based) care pathways. Therefore, the toolbox fills the desire
and need of the hospital to provide clear instructions to come to value based care pathways.
Additionally, the toolbox is designed such that it can be used autonomous, which means without need
for external consulting. Moreover, the toolbox is designed based on input from the St. Anna Care
Group, but wherever possible is described in a way that it is also useable by other regional hospitals.
So the practical relevance goes further than just the St. Anna Care group.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 the theoretical background is
discussed, encompassing value based healthcare, value based care pathways and existing methods to
develop care pathways. In Chapter 3 the research methodology is discussed. In Chapter 4 the final
version of the toolbox is presented and the main design choices are explained. In Chapter 5 the
application of the toolbox in a regional hospital setting is described. Chapter 6 contains an evaluation
of the toolbox with external experts. Chapter 7 discusses the strength and weaknesses of the study
and provides suggestions for future research. In Chapter 8 conclusions are given.
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2. Theoretical background
In this chapter theoretical background relevant for this master thesis is given. Value Based Healthcare
is a relatively new paradigm (Porter & Teisberg, 2006). It is a strategy to change the healthcare system
such that it fits the current societal demands. In this section the idea of Value Based Healthcare is
introduced and the definition of Value Based Care Pathways is given. Moreover, several methods to
develop care pathways that are used as a fundament for the toolbox are presented and compared.
This section starts with an explanation about the way the literature review is conducted.

2.1 Literature review method
In order to develop a theoretical framework for Value Based Care Pathways a literature review was
conducted to find existing methods for care pathway development and Value Based Healthcare. This
section describes the search and selection strategy used to obtain the literature used in this thesis.
To search relevant literature two steps are taken. First, different search engines were used and
consequently a technique called ‘snowballing’ was applied. The two search engines selected to find
articles are ABI/Inform and Inspec. These two databases are chosen to cover the information systems
domain as well as the management sciences domain. The search terms described in this section are
used in both databases. Only articles written in English or Dutch are taken into account as well as only
articles from which the full text was available.
First of all, a search for articles combining the topics of Value Based Healthcare and the creation of
care pathways was done. Due to an insufficient amount of relevant results, the further search for
literature focused on different aspects of this question. Firstly, literature concerning Value Based
Healthcare is searched by using: (Value based OR value-based OR value driven) AND (healthcare OR
health care). The database sorted the articles on relevance and then the titles, descriptions and
compliance with the search term were checked until the point that no more than two out of the last
ten articles were selected. This led to 11 relevant articles.
Secondly, a search is done to what is already written on how to define and develop care pathways
with the search term: (design OR develop OR model OR create OR method) AND (care pathway OR
clinical pathway OR critical pathway OR integrated care pathway OR care map). After examining the
search results in a similar way as described above, 47 articles were selected. Additionally, articles
found by snowballing and articles suggested by experts from the two domains are added to the long
list. A further selection was made based on the following criteria: (1) include articles describing the
concepts of ‘care pathways’, ‘value based healthcare’ or one of the methodologies applied in
healthcare; (2) exclude articles only describing application of one of the concepts; (3) exclude articles
combining the concepts with other concepts (e.g. agent-based simulation of pathways). These steps
led to a short list of 14 articles used for this literature review.

2.2 Value Based Healthcare
Achieving the highest value for patients should be the common goal for all healthcare providers
(Porter, 2010). The health care system needs a fundamental change in order to deliver high quality
care at lower costs (Porter & Lee, 2013). In order to improve healthcare, providers and other
stakeholders must set the overarching goal to improve value for patients. Value in this context is
defined as “health outcomes achieved that matter to patients relative to the cost of achieving those
outcomes” (Porter & Lee, 2013). Porter (2010) defined and ordered outcomes for patients in a
hierarchy, see Figure 1, as they are multidimensional and specific for every condition. Each of the three
tiers in this hierarchy is further divided into two levels, in which multiple outcome dimensions
determine the result. The highest tier is the most important one and encompasses the achieved or
3

retained health status of the patient. The results in the lower tiers, such as the process of recovery and
the sustainability of health, are depending on the success in higher tiers. Long-term as well as shortterm outcomes are incorporated in the hierarchy. For each medical condition, each outcome
dimension should be considered. Outcome dimensions can strengthen but also weaken each other.

Figure 1: Outcome measure hierarchy (Porter, 2010)

Furthermore, measurement of value should incorporate all services or activities that collectively
determine the results. This way providers are collectively accountable for the value. To measure the
costs to achieve these outcomes, it is important to measure them around the patient (Porter, 2010).
The goal is to establish the total costs per full cycle of care. To determine the true costs of a full cycle
of care, all resource usage should be calculated based on the individual patients, not on averages
(Porter, 2010).
To estimate the total costs of treating patients with a particular medical condition, a seven-step
method can be used (Kaplan & Porter, 2011). The first step is to select the medical condition. Then the
care delivery value chain needs to be defined. Thirdly, process maps of each activity in the patient care
delivery should be developed. Fourth, time estimates for each process need to be obtained. Fifthly,
the costs of supplying patient care resources are estimated, then the capacity of each resource is
estimated and the capacity cost rate can be calculated. The seventh and last step is to calculate the
total cost of patient care (Kaplan & Porter, 2011).

2.2.1 The Value Agenda
In order for care organizations to become more value-focused, the Value Agenda is introduced (Porter
& Lee, 2013), see Figure 2. This is a health system wide strategy that will change the current health
care system into a value based system. The first point on the agenda is the organization into Integrated
Practice Units (IPUs). This requires a shift from the current ‘silo-ed’ organization into dedicated,
multidisciplinary teams which provide and control the full cycle of care. Restructuring the work will
lead to faster treatment, better outcomes and lower costs (Porter & Lee, 2013). The second point on
the Value Agenda is to measure outcomes and costs for every patient. This is said to lead to
improvement and excellence of teams, which leads to improved quality. The integrated framework
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proposed in this paper contributes to these first two points of the agenda by giving care organizations
practical guidelines to organize the care in a multidisciplinary, value focused way. The third point is to
move to bundled payments for care cycles instead of fee-for-service. The fourth point is integrated
care delivery systems. Fragmentation and duplication of care should be removed to optimize care
delivery in fewer locations. In parallel with the fourth point, the fifth is to expand the geographic reach
of each IPU. The sixth point is to build an enabling information technology platform that will support
the integrated and multidisciplinary teams. The points on the Value Agenda can be implemented
independently, but the best results will be achieved when implemented simultaneously (Porter & Lee,
2013). A recent study of organizations that have (partly) implemented the Value Agenda concludes
that a shift towards Value Based Healthcare is inevitable, but the road to get there is still unclear
(Hillary, Justin, Bharat, & Jitendra, 2016).

Figure 2: Value agenda (Porter & Lee, 2013)

The goal of Value Based Healthcare is very clear: focus on achieving the highest value for patients (i.e.
highest outcomes relative to costs) will improve healthcare; from a financial perspective, as well as
from a health status perspective and a patient and employee perspective. Although Porter and
colleagues provide a clear vision and strategy, instructions for practical implementation are lacking.
For example, the second step ‘Define the care delivery value chain’ is not elaborated on while it is an
essential step in order to be able to determine the value of a full cycle of care. This master thesis tries
to fill this gap by bringing together the Value-Based Healthcare paradigm and existing methods to
develop care pathways into a toolbox for developing Value Based Care Pathways.

2.3 Value Based Care Pathways
Based on earlier definitions for regular care pathways in e.g. (De Bleser, et al., 2006; Vanhaecht, De
Witte, & Sermeus, 2007; Kinsman, Rotter, James, Snow, & Willis, 2010; Porter, 2010; Porter & Lee,
2013) “Value Based Care Pathways” are defined as a description of the organization of the full set of
activities of the multidisciplinary team performed over the full cycle of care for a group of patients with
a particular medical condition based on EBM guidelines with the goal to achieve the highest value for
patients. By making the organization of the care activities explicit, Value Based Care Pathways
facilitate the communication among the multidisciplinary team members and with patients and
families. A Value Based Care Pathway coordinates the roles and sequence of activities of the
multidisciplinary care team across departments and care organizations, patients and their relatives.
Furthermore, it includes documentation, monitoring and evaluation of variances and outcomes and
identifies the necessary resources for care delivery. The aim is to improve patient outcomes across
the full cycle of care.
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In contrast with regular care pathways, which are mostly created in form of text documents or tables
(Shitkova, Taratukhin, & Becker, 2015), a Value Based Care Pathway is both descriptive and
prescriptive and it should enable analysis of how the set of activities together generates patient value.
Besides a method to organize care, Value Based Care Pathways offer care providers a method to
analyze and improve the care delivery, as an important part of the Value Based Care Pathway is to
provide insight in the outcomes.

2.4 Development of Care Pathways
Several authors have described methods to develop care pathways [e.g. (Campbell, Hotchkiss,
Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998; Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002; Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003;
Vanhaecht, et al., 2011)]. This section describes the different methodologies as well as how the care
pathway is interpreted. The methodologies are discussed in chronological order. Next, in section 2.3.1,
the methodologies to develop care pathways are analyzed and compared.
Campbell et al. (1998) define care pathways as a “structured multidisciplinary care plan which details
essential steps in the care of patients with a specific clinical problem”. The care pathway is used to
translate national clinical guidelines into local practice. Therefore, a multidisciplinary record and a
patient summary sheet should become part of the patient’s clinical record. The multidisciplinary
record is an extra page that is added to the patient’s clinical record with a checklist and free writing
space for medical notes. To develop a care pathway the following thirteen steps should be taken, see
Figure 3: (1) select an important area of practice, (2) gather support for the project, (3) form a
multidisciplinary group, (4) identify established guidelines, (5) review current and past practice, (6)
involve local staff, (7) identify key areas for service development, (8) develop an integrated care
pathway, (9) prepare documentation, (10) educate staff, (11) pilot and implement, (12) regularly
analyze variances, and (13) discuss variations (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998). This
method lacks in the view of Value Based Healthcare as the goal is to improve care by ensuring
compliance with national guidelines, which is mostly in the interest of care organizations as they are
judged upon that. On the contrary, Value Based Care Pathways are organized from the interest of the
patients by pursuing the goal to improve care by focusing on achieving the highest possible outcomes
relevant for patients at the lowest possible costs. Furthermore, the proposed form of a clinical record
is meant to enable information sharing during the treatment, but does not enable evaluation of the
effectiveness or costs of the care cycle.
1. Select an
important area
of practice

2. Gather
support for the
project

3. Form a
multidisciplinar
group

4. Identify
established
guidelines

5. Review current
and past practice

6. Involve local
staff

7. Identify key
areas for service
improvement

8. Develop an
integrated care
pathway

9. Prepare
documentation

10. Educate
staff

11. Pilot and
implement

12. Regularly
analyze
variances

Figure 3: Steps to develop integrated care pathways (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998)
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13. Discuss
variations

In 2002, Vanhaecht and Sermeus published a script for the development, implementation, and
evaluation of care pathways. It is a roadmap with 30 steps, based on the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA)cycle of Deming, see Figure 4. A care pathway is viewed as a method to make care programs
operational, plan care systematically and monitor the adherence to predefined norms. The most
important steps include: the composition of a multidisciplinary workgroup; setting goals for the care
pathway; making a list of key interventions; analysis of the current situation; adjustment of the
pathway based on the analysis; training of professionals; implementation via a test-phase before the
definite implementation; and monitoring and structural evaluation (Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002).
These steps need to be taken in order to be able to critically evaluate the current care delivery, strive
for a patient-centered care organization in which the primary patient processes are placed centrally
and moreover to monitor systematically (Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002). A shortcoming of the 30 step
method in light of Value Based Healthcare is the internal focus, instead of a cross-organizational focus.
This 30 step method is later updated into a seven phase model to make it more in line with the current
concepts, tools and techniques from the quality policy (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011).
Plan

Act

Do

Study
Figure 4: PDSA-cycle of Deming

Panella et al. (2003) define care pathways as “integrated management plans that display goals for
patients, and provide the sequence and timing of actions necessary to achieve such goals with optimal
efficiency”. Care pathways can be used to control and reduce variations in processes and clinical
performance. Controlling variations in its turn will reduce the probability of medical errors and
standardization makes it possible to reduce costs without reducing quality. Evidence-Based Medicine
(EBM) tools are combined with business process re-engineering techniques to come to the following
steps to build a care pathway, see Figure 5: (1) select the area of practice, (2) build the multidisciplinary
work-team, (3) define the diagnosis, (4) define the patients, (5) review practice and literature, (6)
develop the clinical path, (7) pilot and implement the care pathway, (8) ongoing evaluation, (9)
implementation (Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003). Panella et al. (2003) focus on the reduction
of variations in the clinical processes and assume that it will lead to higher quality. Furthermore,
Panella et al. (2003) already noticed that the pathways used in their study are hospital based and that
the current trends suggest to extend pathways to primary care too, such that the complete continuum
of care is covered. This statement supports the need for Value Based Care Pathways as those will cover
care across departments and across care organizations.
1. Select an
area of
practice

6. Develop the
clinical pathway

2. Build the
multidisciplinary
work-team

3. Define the
diagnosis

7. Pilot and
implement the
clinical pathway

4. Define the
patients

8. Ongoing
evaluation

Figure 5: Steps to design a care pathway (Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003)
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5. Review
practice and
literature

9. Implementation

In 2011, Vanhaecht et al. published an update of the 30 step methodology based on experiences and
studies in the Belgian-Dutch Network Clinical Pathways. Care pathways are described as methods to
make care processes transparent, standardize and optimize the care processes and continuously
monitor them. The goal of a multi-organizational care pathway is to improve the quality of care in
terms of (risk-adjusted) outcomes, patient safety, patient satisfaction and optimal resource usage.
Their updated approach is a seven-phase methodology which better fits with these new concepts and
definitions. Furthermore, the updated methodology is made more self-directing and innovative, and
easier to apply on transmural care; it enables integration of other tools and techniques from the
quality policy. Moreover, the structure is more adaptable for each specific situation and more
attention is drawn to the required time-investment before starting a care pathway project. The model
is meant to support multidisciplinary teams in the development or improvement of care pathways.
The seven phases, depicted in Figure 6, are: 1) screening phase, 2) project management phase, 3)
diagnosis and objectification phase, 4) development phase of the care pathway, 5) implementation
phase, 6) evaluation phase, and 7) continuous follow-up phase (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011). Like the 30
step method, the model is still based on the Plan-Do-Study-Act-cycle, but now in each of the seven
phases, another PDSA-cycle is walked through. The model describes which steps need to be taken and
which methodologies can be used in every phase. A shortcoming of this methodology in light of Value
Based Healthcare is that it is not focusing on the outcomes achieved, nor the costs coming along with
providing care. The focus is on the organization and sequencing of activities. Moreover, it has an
internal focus, instead of an external focus in which also other care givers are considered.
1. Screening phase

2. Project
management phase

3. Diagnosis and
objectification phase

5. Implementation
phase

6. Evaluation phase

7. Continuous followup phase

4. Development
phase of the care
pathway

Figure 6: 7 phases model to develop or improve care pathways (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011)

2.4.1 Comparison between methods
The term ‘care pathway’ is defined in many different ways and also the different terms are used for
the same content. Consequently, the form in which care pathways are presented also vary a lot. In
some articles care pathways are viewed as documents that coordinate patient care and describe
current practices, whilst other articles viewed care pathways as more prescriptive procedures and
care plans. De Bleser et al. (2006) have categorized the different manifestations along two axis. The
first dimension shows the content added to care pathways, and goes from descriptive to prescriptive.
The second dimension shows the degree to which the care pathway aims at changing practice and
improving the quality of health care, see Figure 7. For example, guidelines and programs combine
prescriptive content with change of practice, where strategies and methods will be more descriptive
and focus on improving the quality of health care.
To compare the existing methods that are discussed above (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, &
Porteous, 1998), (Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002), (Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003) and
(Vanhaecht, et al., 2011) the classification framework introduced by De Bleser et al. (2006) is used. As
can be seen in Figure 7, the method of (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998) has a far
more descriptive nature than the other three (later) methods.
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Healthcare quality
improvement
Strategy
Method
Tool
Approach
Plan
Way
Campbell
Document

Framework

Algorithm

Statement
Overview
Template

Current practice
Descriptive

Program
VH 2011
Panella
VH 2002
Guideline

Protocol

Care plan
Treatment
regiment/plan
Course of trmnt

Procedure

Detailed content
Prescriptive

Figure 7: Positioning of methods ( (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998), (Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002),
(Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003) and (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011)) in the coordinate system of (De Bleser, et al.,
2006)

A more detailed comparison of the steps of each methodology is given in Table 1. The seven-phase
model by Vanhaecht et al. (2011) is taken as the basis, because it is the most recent and most elaborate
method. The table shows there is large overlap in the steps that need to be taken to develop a care
pathway, however the order and detail in which the steps are described differ. For example,
Vanhaecht et al. (2011) describes every phase in much detail whereas Campbell et al. (1998) pays
more attention to and gives requirements for the care pathway as a whole, and Panella et al. (2003)
focuses more on the practical implications. Therefore, these three methodologies are partly
overlapping, but also complementary to each other.
Table 1: Overview of similarities of methodologies to develop care pathways and Value Based Healthcare

Vanhaecht et al. (2011)

Campbell et al.
(1998)

Panella et al.
(2003)

Kaplan and Porter
(2011)

1) Screening phase
2) Project management phase
3) Diagnosis and
objectification phase
4) Development phase
5) Implementation phase
6) Evaluation phase
7) Continuous follow-up phase

Step 1 & 2
Step 1 & 3
Step 4, 5 & 6

Step 1
Step 2, 3 & 4
Step 5

Step 1

Step 7 & 8
Step 7, 9, 10 & 11
Step 12
Step 13

Step 6
Step 7, 8 & 9
Step 8
Step 8 & 9

Step (2), 3, (4, 5, 6 & 7)
(Step 6)
(Step 7)

From this literature review can be concluded that none of the methods specifically focuses on the
development of Value Based Care Pathways. However, there are three methods describing how to
create regular care pathways and one method describing Value Based Healthcare. Therefore, the steps
for Value Based Healthcare (Kaplan & Porter, 2011) are also compared with steps to create care
pathways, as presented in the right-most column of Table 1. Some steps of this method are placed in
between brackets. Those steps do not appear in the three methods to develop care pathways, but if
they would be combined, the steps would fit in those phases.
It is concluded that there is a gap in the literature in a combined method for Value Based Healthcare
and care pathways. The care pathway methods [ (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous, 1998),
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(Vanhaecht & Sermeus, 2002), (Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003) and (Vanhaecht, et al., 2011)]
do not take into account value; and Value Based Healthcare (Kaplan & Porter, 2011) focuses on
measurement of outcomes and costs, but does not pay attention to the steps needed to organize and
coordinate care. To bridge this gap between the Value Based Healthcare strategy and practice, the
toolbox presented in this thesis integrates Value Based Healthcare aspects with existing methods for
the creation of care pathways. As such it can be seen as an integration of various methods from
different perspectives to arrive at a more comprehensive toolbox.
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3. Method
In this chapter the research methodology is described. The general research design, an adjusted
version of the Regulative Cycle of Van Strien et al. (1997) is discussed, including the sub-research
questions per step. Also the research methods used to answer each sub question are described.
The research design of this master thesis is based on the regulative cycle of Van Strien (Strien, 1997).
The regulative cycle is described by Van Aken, Berends & Van der Bij (2007) as a methodology for
Business Problem Solving projects. The cycle consists of five steps, see Figure 8: first of all the problem
is identified and scoped in the Problem Definition step. In this step also a project plan and approach
for the subsequent steps is made. The second step is the Analysis and Diagnosis. In this step, business
research methods, such as literature review and interviewing, are applied and results are interpreted
in the specific context. Plan of Action, also called Design phase is the third step, in which the design of
the solution for the problem is made and the change plan is outlined. For this master thesis project
the regulative cycle is adapted with three extra arrows (green arrows in Figure 8). The analysis and
design phase are iterative, which means that additional analysis took place when the design was
already started. During the fourth step, Application, the solution and change plan have been applied
in a case study. The feedback resulting from the application is incorporated in the design as well. Lastly
an Evaluation has taken place to see where improvement occurred and what is still to learn and
improve. The results from the evaluation are processed in the design too.
Problem
definition

Analysis and
diagnosis

Evaluation

Design /
Plan of actions

Application

Figure 8: The adapted regulative cycle (Van Strien, 1997)

Each step of the regulative cycle of Van Strien (1997) is discussed in more detail in the following
sections, where they are made specific for this master thesis project. This detailed description of the
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steps also covers the sub-research questions and the research methods used for each step. An
overview of the research methods used during each step can be found in Figure 9.

Orientation
interviews

Literature
scan

Literature
study

Interviews
with experts

Code and
categorize

Compare and
Integrate

Update

Walkthrough

Questionnaire

Evaluation

Application

Design /
Plan of actions

Analysis and
diagnosis

Problem
definition

Research methodology

Finalize

Groupinterview

Questionnaire

Figure 9: Research approach for each step in the Regulative Cycle of Van Strien et al. (1997)

3.1 Problem definition
During the problem definition phase, the research aim was identified and the scope of the master
thesis project was set. In order to gather information, exploratory interviews were held within a
regional hospital and a quick literature scan on Value Based Care Pathways was performed.
Furthermore, the project plan and an approach for the subsequent steps has been presented. As
mentioned before the research assignment is to “design a toolbox to develop and implement Value
Based Care Pathways”. The target audience of the toolbox are project managers concerned with the
task to introduce and set up value based care pathways. However, since transparency is desired, the
toolbox should also be understandable for higher management as they have to support the value
based healthcare strategy and implementation of care pathways. Meanwhile, medical personnel
involved with the development of the care pathways should also understand what needs to be done
and therefore understand the toolbox.
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3.2 Analysis and diagnosis
Q1: What methods can be found in relevant scientific literature about development and
implementation of Value Based Care Pathways?
Q1.1: What methods can be found in relevant scientific literature about development and
implementation of care pathways?
Q1.2: What methods can be found in relevant scientific literature about Value Based
Healthcare?
In the analysis and diagnosis stage the first two research questions and sub-questions were answered.
As depicted in Figure 10, both literature and interviews were used to gather information. The first
question was answered by studying relevant scientific literature. The quick literature scan revealed
that there is not yet literature written on the subject of Value Based Care Pathways. Therefore, the
sub-questions are made to study the available literature on both the development and
implementation of care pathways and Value Based Healthcare. The answers to these questions are
formulated in a literature study (Katerberg, 2016) and a summary of this information can be found in
Chapter 2.
Care pathways
(Q1.1)
Literature (Q1)

Analysis and
diagnosis

Value based
healthcare
(Q1.2)
Theoretical
experts

Interviews (Q2)

Practical
experts
Management
experts

Figure 10: Detailed Analysis and Diagnosis phase

Q2: What additional information from practical experiences do experts from the theoretical,
practical and management field give?
The second research question is answered by interviewing experts from different fields. The goal was
to enrich the results from the literature study by adding knowledge from practice. The interviews were
semi-structured in order be able to adapt the interview to the expertise and experiences of the
interviewee. Three types of fields were covered by the interviewees. In Table 2 an overview of the
functions and expertise of the nine interviewees is given. First of all, two experts from the theoretical
field were interviewed. These are people who have studied or developed theories related to value
based care pathways. They have provided information on the specifics of the theories, and helped to
create a strong conceptual basis for the new value based care pathways methodology. The second
type of experts are experts from practice, i.e. people who have worked with or applied the theories
related to value based care pathways. The four experts from practice have signaled issues they
encountered in the past and tell what features need to be incorporated in the toolbox to enlarge its
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usability in practice. The third type of experts are people with a management related function. These
people will not use value based care pathways in their daily work, but do have background knowledge
about the change management needed to apply the new methodology and might be concerned with
the development or implementation of value based care pathways. In this last category three people
are interviewed and one group discussion has taken place.
Table 2: Overview of the interviewees and fields of expertise

Overview of interviewees
Theoretical experts

Practical experts

Management experts

Expert from Meetbaar
Beter

Researcher from the St. Anna
Hospital

Expert from Erasmus Zorgbestuur

Expert and researcher of
Value Based Healthcare

Specialist and member Council
of Specialists at St. Anna
Hospital

Consultant in healthcare logistics

Nurse at St. Anna Hospital

Project leader at St. Anna Hospital

Physician assistant at St. Anna
Hospital

Combination of cluster
management and representatives
of the Council of Specialists

3.3 Design / Plan of actions
Q3: How can the findings from literature and inputs from experts be merged and adapted for the
development of a toolbox?
Q3.1: Where do methods overlap and differ and which steps can be distinguished?
Q3.2: How can the integrated information be presented in a useful way?
Q3.3: What are the (potential) barriers and facilitators in developing and implementing
value based care pathways?
The goal of the third phase was to design a toolbox in which the results from the first two research
questions are combined to answer the third research question. The methods used during this phase
are coding and categorizing of the different sources. Thereafter, the information is compared and
integrated into a toolbox. The aim of the toolbox is to give project leaders who are concerned with
the development and implementation of value based care pathways a stepwise handhold in order to
reach their goal. This phase is, together with the Analysis and diagnosis phase, the Application phase
and the Evaluation phase, iterative. This means that the toolbox evolved over time, as additional
literature or reviews lead to a new, adapted version of the toolbox.
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3.4 Application
Q4: How can the toolbox for development and implementation of value based care pathways be
applied in practice by a regional hospital?
The toolbox designed in the Design / Plan of action-phase is applied in a regional hospital by means of
a walkthrough in order to test the understandability and the completeness of the toolbox. Due to time
constraints it was not feasible to apply the complete toolbox on a real project, therefore a walkthrough
with two persons has taken place in which a simulation is played as if the toolbox would be
implemented. During the walkthrough the toolbox was evaluated on understandability and
completeness of content. Understandability in this context encompassed the comprehensiveness of
the descriptions of the toolbox-phases, the ease of understanding the toolbox and the practical
feasibility of the proposed actions. The content is evaluated on completeness, missing information
and coherence between toolbox-phases. The points for improvement have been incorporated in the
design.

3.5 Evaluation
Q5: Does the use of the toolbox contribute to successful development and implementation of value
based care pathways?
Q5.1: What is the added value of the toolbox (utility and completeness)?
Q5.2: What are the improvement points for the toolbox?
For the external evaluation of the toolbox, two experts from another hospital who are working on the
implementation of Value Based Healthcare in that hospital, have evaluated the toolbox for its
completeness and the utility. During a group-interview all phases are reviewed on completeness and
missing actions. Additionally, to evaluate utility, the Method Evaluation Model by Moody (2003) has
been used to evaluate the perceived ease of use, the perceived usefulness and the intention to use
the toolbox. The questionnaire originally is for the validation of information system design methods,
but is also applicable for methods used in other domains (Moody, 2003). The questions are altered to
be used for the evaluation of the toolbox to develop and implement Value Based Care Pathways.
Additionally the questionnaire is translated into Dutch as the reviewers were all Dutch speaking.
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4. Toolbox for the development and implementation of Value
Based Care Pathways
In this chapter, the toolbox to develop and implement Value Based Care Pathways is presented. The
toolbox is based on literature and interviews with experts. Consequently the toolbox is tested and
applied in a case study (see Chapter 5) and evaluated by external experts (see Chapter 6). The toolbox
discussed in this chapter is already adjusted to the feedback results from the application and
evaluation in order to present the complete toolbox. In this chapter, first, the overview of the toolbox
and the coherence between the various phases is given and the structure of the toolbox is discussed.
Next, the phases are discussed in detail as well as the choices made during the design process. After
the presentation of the toolbox, general facilitators and barriers for the development and
implementation of Value Based Care Pathways are discussed. Lastly, an interactive representation of
the toolbox is introduced.

4.1 Overview of the toolbox
A Value Based Care Pathway (VBCP) is defined as “a description of the organization of the full set of
activities of the multidisciplinary team performed over the cycle of care for a group of patients with a
particular medical condition based on evidence based medicine (EBM) guidelines with the goal to
achieve the highest value for patients” (Katerberg, 2016). The method to develop and implement VBCP
is built upon the seven-phase model of Vanhaecht et al. (2011). Their seven phases are extended with
a preliminary phase. The development and implementation of VBCPs follows a cyclic process, see
Figure 11. The phases are in line with the BPM lifecycle as described by Dumas et al. (2013), see
Appendix I for corresponding phases.
Phase 0:
Preliminary phase

Phase 1:
Screening
Phase 7:
Continuous follow
up

Phase 2: Project
planning

Phase 3:
Diagnosis and
goal setting

Phase 6:
Evaluation

Phase 5: Pilot and
implementation

Phase 4:
Development

Figure 11: Value Based Care Pathway development and implementation cycle
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The toolbox starts with a Preliminary phase in which the Value Based Healthcare strategy needs to be
adopted organization-wide. Once Value Based Healthcare became part of the organization’s strategy,
this phase does not need to be repeated for every new or improved VBCP. Therefore, this phase is not
part of the cycle. Following the Preliminary phase is the Screening phase, in which the focus of the
VBCP is determined. During this phase, the area of practice, i.e. medical domain, is chosen for which
the VBCP will be developed and a project-owner is appointed. In phase 2, the Project Planning phase,
the area of practice is narrowed down to a specific medical condition. Besides, the project teams are
composed, support is gathered, and a project plan is made.
In the third and fourth phase, the core team and work group get to work. In phase 3, the current care
processes are analyzed in order to establish the patient outcome measures and to get a view on the
activities that take place over the full cycle of care and how they contribute to the patient outcomes.
In phase 4, this information is used to develop the VBCP, which shows the sequence and timing of the
care activities. Moreover, cost calculations will be done in order to determine the costs to deliver
certain patient outcomes.
In phase 5 the VBCP is tested and evaluated by performing a pilot, i.e. a delimited try-out of the VBCP.
Based on the experiences during the pilot different next steps are possible. If the pilot is evaluated
positively, the VBCP can be implemented in daily practice. If the pilot is not evaluated positively, the
VBCP needs adjustments. If the changes can be made based on the available information, one goes
back to phase 4 to make and discuss a redesign. When additional information needs to be gathered
one goes back to phase 3 to collect data. After the implementation comes an important part:
evaluation and continuous follow up. The evaluation and discussion of outcomes takes place every
year. Based on this evaluation, areas for improvement are defined and the cycle can be run through
again. Moreover, it is important to keep the awareness of VBCP high and establish a culture that
encourages continuous improvement.
The literature used to design the toolbox can be divided in three categories: (1) literature on Value
Based Healthcare, (2) literature on care pathway development, and (3) literature to support the
toolbox-format. Regarding the literature about Value Based Healthcare, the decision was made to
focus on articles (co)-written by Prof. Porter, as he is co-founder of the theory. Moreover, the theory
has not been adjusted by other authors, only evaluated (e.g. (Hillary, Justin, Bharat, & Jitendra, 2016)).
So the most original source, Prof. Porter, is followed.
Concerning the phases of care pathway development, the decision was made to use the “Seven phases
model” of Vanhaecht et al. (2011) as the fundament, since it is the most elaborate guideline for
development and implementation of care pathways (Katerberg, 2016). Furthermore, Vanhaecht et al.
(2011) showed a clear high level coherence between the phases. Moreover, every phase was
described in detail, including examples, which made it very informative and useful as input for the
toolbox. The original seven-phase method was described based on when the phase would start, what
goals the phase has, which methods can be used during each phase and how every phase is evaluated.
The other two methodologies used for this thesis that describe how to create care pathways (Campbell
et al. (1998), Panella et al. (2003)) state the goal of each step with a little explanation. Kaplan and
Porter (2011), Porter and Lee (2013) and Porter (2010) are used for the input on the Value Based
Healthcare strategy. These articles do not provide discrete steps that need to be taken, but describe
smaller goals in order to become Value Based in care delivery.
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Based on the articles about care pathway development (Campbell, Hotchkiss, Bradshaw, & Porteous,
1998; Panella, Marchisio, & Di Stanislao, 2003; Vanhaecht, et al., 2011) and value based healthcare
(Kaplan & Porter, 2011; Porter & Lee, 2013; Porter, 2010) a framework for development and
implementation of VBCPs was generated (Katerberg, 2016). This framework was divided into the
seven phases of Vanhaecht et al. (2011) and described the goals for each phase. In Appendix II the
framework is presented and the origin of each goal is mentioned.
In this thesis, the framework with goals per phase is further expanded to also describe the
methodological areas of technique, actors, input, output and tools as identified by Vanwersch et al.
(2015). The six methodological areas (aim, actors, input, output, technique and tool) form the highest
level in the framework for generating process improvement ideas (Vanwersch, et al., 2015). In order
to find improvement opportunities, these six method elements should be screened. Thus when
describing a process, it would be useful to outline all these elements. As the toolbox can be seen as a
process to design the care delivery, each phase is considered a process step which can be depicted
according to the six methodological areas. The Goal section of each phase describes what the aim of
the phase is and what needs to be achieved before going to the next phase. The Technique section
explains for every goal what specific techniques can be used to achieve the goal. In the Actor section
all persons and groups of people involved in the phase are described as well as what their role is. The
section Input describes what information is collected and used during the phase or what input is
needed before the phase can start. Output describes the intermediate and final outcomes of the
phase. Output can have different forms, for example data reports, project forms, but also decisions
can be outcomes. The Tool section describes instruments that help during the execution of the phase,
such as standard forms or computer programs. Together, the six sections give a complete overview of
what needs to be done how and by who in order to develop and implement VBCPs.
In the next sections the phases are discussed in detail. As the articles of Vanhaecht et al. (2011) and
Porter (2010) were the most elaborate, most of the content is based on those two articles. Directly
after each phase the most important considerations about the content of the phase are discussed. In
Appendix III a version of the toolbox is presented in which is indicated which source supports which
part of the toolbox.

4.2 Phase 0: Preliminary phase
The preliminary phase is used to get familiar with the Value Based Healthcare strategy on the highest
level in the organization. This is important because the implementation of Value Based Care Pathways
requires an organization wide change in care delivery. This phase is also used to establish active
commitment to this change by higher level management.

Phase 0: Preliminary phase
Goal

1. Make value based healthcare part of the care organization’s strategy and
communicate that. To make the care organization value oriented, the value
based strategy should be embraced by the highest management, such as
the Board of Directors and the Council of Specialists. Consequently a
holistic view towards health care improvement needs to be adopted. This
means the goal is to improve over the full cycle of care and to not focus
only internally within one department or only within the hospital. It needs
to be communicated through all levels of the organization that outcome
and cost measurement will become an integral part of health care delivery.
2. Get familiar with Value Based Healthcare Theory
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Technique

Actors
Input

Output

Tool

1. In order to do this internal and external stakeholders need to be mapped
and a communication plan per stakeholder needs to be made.
2. In order to get familiar with the Value Based Healthcare theory articles
need to be studied, e.g. Porter (2010). Value in healthcare is the outcomes
relevant to patients compared to the costs to achieve those outcomes. It is
essential to realize that value is created by providers’ combined efforts, so
the outcomes and costs are measured over the full cycle of care, not for
individual services. Another way to get familiar with Value Based
Healthcare is to visit care organizations that already adopted (parts of) the
strategy.
The actors involved in this phase are the Board of Directors and the Council of
Specialists of the hospital
The input for this phase is information about Value Based Healthcare in general
and Value Based Care Pathways in particular. The general information is
needed to understand that Value Based Care Pathways are part of the broader
Value Based Healthcare Strategy.
The output of this phase is commitment from highest management to develop
and implement VBCPs and the means and methods, such as budget and
resources to support and facilitate it. The intermediate outcomes of the phase
are the stakeholder map and the communication plans per stakeholder.
For communication with employees, conventional methods and channels are
used, such as staff meetings, management meetings, the hospital news website
or newsletter. For mapping the stakeholders several tools can be found on the
internet, for example the ‘Stakeholder Analysis Tool’ of Mindtools or
‘Stakeholder Mapping Tool’ of the NHS.

Phase 0: Preliminary phase
This phase is not part of the seven phase model of Vanhaecht et al. (2011), but was found important
enough to be added as a separate phase and not be incorporated into phase 1. First of all, during the
interviews (amongst others [6],[9]) it became clear that the term ‘value’ is very abstract and can be
interpreted in different ways. Furthermore, the Value Based Healthcare theory is meant to be not just
a small part of the total care delivery, but it should become a culture or mindset throughout the
organization [7]. Moreover, a key difference in Value Based Care Pathways compared to regular care
pathways is that they are designed for the complete cycle of care. The meetings with employees within
the hospital (e.g. [8],[10],[14]) showed and Porter (2010) also mentioned, that this is not a usual
perspective to take and therefore should be emphasized.
The Technique and Actors used in this phase are derived from the experiences in the hospital also
used in the case study. The Input, Output and Tool are derived from the Goal and Technique.
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4.3 Phase 1: Screening phase
The screening phase is the preparation phase with the goal to choose an important area of practice in
which the VBCP is desired.

Phase 1: Screening phase
Goal

Technique

Actors

1.
2.
3.
1.

Select an important area of practice
Quick scan whether a VBCP is feasible for the selected area
Investigate project-ownership
To choose an important area of practice selection criteria need to be defined,
for example:
- Strategic:
What area do we want to excel in?
What is relevant for our (social/demographic) environment?
What is relevant with regard to changes in governmental or insurer policies?
- Quality criteria:
Where do we score low on outcomes (high mortality for example)?
Which area has high variations that affect patient outcomes?
In which area can we improve results by multidisciplinary team efforts?
- Process criteria:
Which area has high volumes?
Which area scores low on process measures?
In which area is high interest among staff?
- Financial criteria:
Which area has high costs?
The criteria can then be placed in a Decision Matrix, which is a way to give weight
to each criterion and calculate which area is preferred.
2. When the area of practice is determined a small business case (in some
organizations called Project Assignment Form) needs to be made to show the
expected needed resources and the expected outcomes. It should also
incorporate expected risks and feasibility.
3. When the area of practice is determined a project-owner needs to be
appointed. Preferably, the project-owner is a specialist from the chosen area
of practice. This has advantages, because specialists are responsible for the
delivery of care and on the other hand because of organizational support.
Furthermore, conventional project management methods are used, e.g.
stakeholder mapping, force field analysis and an impact analysis can be used
to make an overview of who has interests in the care pathway under
consideration and who gets affected by change and therefore should be
incorporated in the process of development.
The actors involved in this phase are the Board of Directors, the Council of
Specialists, management and the process owner. Ideally, also external
organizations, such as GPs or home care, are involved in the choice for the area of
practice. Optionally, representatives of these teams form a committee to organize
VBCP throughout the hospital. Members of this committee will become early
adopters and specialized in VBCPs and are responsible for sharing the information
throughout the hospital. Additionally, core players in the area of practice that is
(about to be) chosen need to be involved to gather support.
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Input

The input that makes this phase start is the request for a new VBCP or when changes
in a current pathway are needed.
The input information that can be used during the phase is:

Output



Information on performance indicators, core numbers on volumes, patient
experiences, complaints, financial feedback, information from visitations,
accreditations and internal audits or year reports



Information on candidates for project-ownership and the multi-disciplinary
team

The output that signals completion of this phase is the objective motivation (in
the form of a small business case) to start the project, commitment of
management and core players in the chosen field to change and innovate the
process of care and the assignment of a project owner.
Interim results of analysis during this stage include scores for the current care
on selection criteria and filled in in the Decision Matrix, the stakeholder map, force
field analysis and impact analysis.

Tool

Tools that can be used during this phase are an (organization specific) business case
format, actionable matrices or project sheets for the project owner. Other project
management tools that are used are stakeholder mapping, force field analysis and
impact analysis.

Phase 1: Screening phase
The first goal of phase 1 to ‘select an important area of practice’ was supported by all sources. The
second goal mentioned in the framework has changed in the actual toolbox. Originally the goal was
to “Establish whether a care pathway is the right methodology to solve the question”. However, this
is now already done in phase 0, when it is decided to go for VBCPs or not. Therefore, this goal has
changed into a feasibility scan for this particular area of practice. The last goal to find a project owner
is derived from [2] and [4], but is supported by project management theory and interviewees [9].
The examples of selection criteria taken for the Technique section are based on the articles and
interviews. The other techniques mentioned in (2.) and (3.) are based on experiences with project
management inside or outside hospitals. This practical experiences led to the adjustment of the
‘business case’ into a ‘small business case, for example Project Assignment Form’, because this is more
often used and more obtainable.
The Actor, Input, Output and Tool section are based on interviews and articles, completed with
clarification about the role of actors and extra examples of Output and Tools.
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4.4 Phase 2: Project planning phase
The project planning phase has the goal to set boundaries to the VBCP project and to make a detailed
planning for the consecutive phases.

Phase 2: Project planning phase
Goal

Technique

The overall goal of this phase is to define the project and planning in detail by:
1. Determining the scope of the VBCP in terms of medical condition and related
co-morbidities
2. Composing a multidisciplinary core team and a multidisciplinary workgroup
3. Dividing tasks and make job appointments
4. Finding consensus on project plan (including time planning)
5. Gathering support
1. In the project planning phase the medical condition for which the VBCP will be
developed, will be defined. According to Porter (2010) a medical condition is
“the interrelated set of a patients’ medical circumstances that is best addressed
in an integrated way. It includes the most common co-occurrences or
associated conditions.” E.g. breast cancer; or diabetes including vascular
disease, retinal disease, renal disease and hypertension. Therefore, for the
medical condition the range of related diseases, coexisting conditions, and
associated complications need to be specified. Also the beginning and the end
of the care cycle need to be made explicit.
2. A multidisciplinary core team and a multidisciplinary work group need to be
formed. In general the members need to be motivated and enthusiast and able
to spread this motivation and enthusiasm on the people around them.
Furthermore, they need to be key figures in order to gather support among
colleagues.
The core team consists of representatives of professional groups with direct
patient interaction, supported by an executive and a representative of
management. One of the members of the core team is the project leader, or in
case dual leadership is desired, two members of the core team lead the project.
Important characteristics of the project leader(s) are the ability to smoothly
communicate with people on different levels and from different organizations,
and the ability to persevere.
The work group is formed by representatives of all types of involved care
professionals, such as physicians (family practitioners to specialists), nurses or
social workers, but also employees from supporting services, representatives
of external organizations and patient representatives.
3. The core team is responsible for the preparations, elaboration and evaluation
of the full project. The broader workgroup supports the core team by giving
input, helping with data collection and reviewing intermediate results. In order
to make clear the division of tasks and job appointments different techniques
can be useful, such as a time-task matrix.
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4. To show the project plan a project schedule (e.g. Gantt chart) and project
charter stating scope, objectives and participants can be helpful. If consensus
is found on the project plan this can be captured in a project contract.
5. This phase is also used to find support on all levels of the organization. In order
to do this, people will need to see the benefits of the VBCP. This can be done
in different ways: specialists tend to be persuaded by numbers, while other
care staff will get interested when it is made clear which of the problems they
perceive will be solved with the new approach. It can also work motivating to
show results achieved in other care organizations or for other care pathways.
Besides, multidisciplinary focus groups need to be organized to discuss possible
reasons for resistance and consequently these points need to be taken into
account in the project plan.
Actors

The actors involved in this phase are the Core team consisting of:
 Representatives of professional groups with direct patient interaction – to
contribute medical knowledge and knowledge about practice
 Representative from management – to represent management objectives
 Executive – to support in the execution of (time consuming) tasks
The Work group consisting of:





Multiple persons of each professional group – to contribute medical
knowledge and knowledge about practice
Employees from support services (e.g. business control, finance, etcetera) –
to contribute business knowledge and knowledge about practice
Representatives from external organizations (e.g. suppliers, home care
organizations, GPs, physiotherapists, etcetera) – to cover the full cycle of care
A patient representative (or patients represented by means of
interviews/questionnaires) – to represent patient expectations and
preferences

Furthermore, employees who are not involved in the core team or workgroup but
will be affected by the changes and innovations need to be informed about and
support the project as well.
Input

The input triggering this phase to start is the decision to develop a care pathway.
Input used during this phase is medical knowledge on medical conditions and
common co-occurrences, and knowledge about project-based working.

Output

The output for this phase is a clear project structure in the form of a project
plan/framework (including for example appointments on project leadership, roles
and responsibilities of core team and work group members, timeline of the project).
Also the scope of the area of practice is delimited to a well-defined medical condition
and time frame.

Tool

If the organization has a standard project framework (e.g. project structure, project
contracts), this needs to be used during this phase. Other tools that can be used are
a Gantt chart for the project schedule and a project charter for the project plan.
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Phase 2: Project planning phase
The name of this phase has changed. The term originally used by Vanhaecht et al. (2011) and in the
framework was “project management phase”. However, project management can be divided into five
groups: initiating, planning, executing, monitoring & controlling and closing (Project Management
Institute, 2008). Based on the explanation of project management and project planning, the content
of this phase has more similarities with Project Planning and during the complete toolbox project
management is applied. Therefore, the phase is called Project planning phase.
Except for the words used, the first four goals have stayed the same as in the earlier developed
framework of goals per phase. The fifth goal added here is to gather support. Although open
communication and stakeholder management are important throughout the complete project, in this
phase it is explicitly mentioned because a lot of different actors are involved from this phase on and if
they do not cooperate and support the project it is likely to fail.
The Techniques and Actors are based on combination of literature and interviews. Some sources
mention only part of the actors. For example Campbell et al. (1998) focuses on care pathways in the
hospital and as a result does not incorporate management or external organizations in the team. For
the purpose of VBCP these actors are included as they play a role in the full cycle of care.
The Input, Output and Tool section are based on interviews and articles, completed with experiences
and logical reasoning from the Technique.
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4.5 Phase 3: Diagnosis and goal setting phase
In the diagnosis and goal setting phase the current care process is analyzed from different perspectives
and the outcomes relevant to patients are determined.

Phase 3: Diagnosis and goal setting phase
Goal

Technique

1. Analyze the current care process from four perspectives:
 Own team and organization
 Vision of patient and family
 Available medical evidence and legislation
 External partners
2. Define patient outcome measures for the medical condition and review, if
available, the current scores for these outcome measures
1. Techniques that can be used for the analysis of the current care processes are
mentioned below for each of the four perspectives.
 Own team and organization
In order to get a view on the current activities taking place in the care process,
involved care providers and bottlenecks, the following techniques can be used:
dossier analysis, process mapping, bottleneck analysis, document analysis, surveying
of team members, focus groups, questionnaires, simulation, discipline-task matrix,
value stream maps, failure mode and effect analysis. The analysis of the care process
helps during the identification of relevant outcome dimensions and can be used for
linking particular outcome dimensions to specific processes of care from which they
arise.
 Vision of patient and family
In order to determine which outcomes are important and relevant to patients,
interviews or focus groups with patients and their families or with patient
representatives from patient associations or patient advisory councils, can be held.
Other techniques are a walk-through or shadowing of a particular patient.
 Available medical evidence and legislation
A document analysis of (national and international) EBM-guidelines and standards,
evidence based key interventions, benchmark outcome measures (e.g. ICHOM) and
legislation is carried out. To study best practices it is also interesting to interview or
visit other national or international care organization to discover how they have
organized their care processes.
 External partners
Besides the participation in the working group, interviews or questionnaires are held
with first, second or third line care providers, such as GP’s, home carers, a quality
coordinator, etc. about the coordination and cooperation.
2. To determine the group of relevant patient outcomes, Porter (2010)
mentioned the following principles:
“[1] Outcomes should include the health circumstances most relevant to
patients;
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[2] they should cover both near-term and longer-term health, addressing a
period long enough to encompass the ultimate results of care;
[3] outcomes should cover the full range of services and providers that jointly
determine the patients’ results; and
[4] outcome measurement should include sufficient measurement of risk
factors or initial conditions to allow for risk adjustment.”
In order to structure the outcome measures, the 3-tier hierarchy of Porter
(2010) as explained in Chapter 2.2, Figure 1, is used. At least one outcome
measure should be chosen on each tier of the hierarchy. Risk adjustment
should take into account the relevant initial conditions, such as stage of the
disease, and patient compliance with treatments.
The criteria for the set of outcome measures are:
+ importance to the patient
+ validity (based on EBM, literature)
+ reliability and feasibility of data collection
+ comparability
+ variability (variable enough to require focus and improvement, and justify the
costs of measurement)
+ frequency
Note: Controllability explicitly is no criteria as it should be of secondary
importance as the primary purpose of measuring outcomes is to document
problems that need to be studied and addressed.

Actors

Furthermore, it is important to have an overview of the coherence of outcome
measures. To achieve that an overview of the complementariness and
tradeoffs between outcomes needs to be made. The benefit is that it shows
explicitly that improving on one outcome will affect others. For example, to
achieve more complete recovery a heavier treatment may be required or a
higher risk of complications may be present.
The Core team and Work group (potentially divided into subgroups) gather and
structure the information. The Core Team will analyze the information and define
the outcome measures. Moreover, the Core Team will present the set of outcome
measures to the Work Group, which will provide feedback. The Core Team processes
the feedback and proposes an improved set of outcome measures to the Work
Group (and other stakeholders). This can be repeated until consensus is reached.
Patient, family and patient associations are involved by means of the interviews,
focus groups or questionnaires in order to provide information.
1st, 2nd, 3rd line care providing partners which are not part of the Work Group, are
involved via interviews or questionnaires.

Input

The input required to start this phase is an agreement on the project planning and
project structure as developed in the previous phase, which results in a desire to
actually start analyzing the current care processes and defining outcome measures.
During this phase input is gathered from interviews, focus groups, questionnaires,
documents, legislation, standards and protocols. Also the (clinical) expertise of Core
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Team and Work Group members is used as input for the analysis done during this
phase.
Output

This phase will ultimately lead to a set of patient outcome measures for the specific
medical condition.
Intermediate outcomes from the analyses are:
Own team and organization: current bottlenecks, view on minimal necessary
resources to organize pathway qualitatively, general overview of care activities and
involved care providers.
Vision of patient and family: patient expectations, patient preferences, important
pillars for good care from a patient perspective.
Available evidence and legislation: overview of the latest available (international)
standards and already developed sets of outcome measures.
External partners
Objective evaluation of current organization of the care process.

Tool

The set of outcome measures can be presented in the format of the outcome
hierarchy of Porter (2010).

Phase 3: Diagnosis and goal setting phase
Compared to the framework the name of this phase has changed and a goal from phase 4 is shifted to
phase 3. The term ‘objectification’ originally used by Vanhaecht et al. (2011) appeared to be unclear
and therefore is changed to ‘goal setting’. This term better comprises the aim of the phase, i.e. to
analyze the current care process and to determine what goals are to be achieved in terms of patient
outcomes with the new VBCP.
The first part of the Technique section contains a lot of examples, because the preference for one or
another method is organization specific. The second part of the Technique is also very important as it
is determined there what outcomes will be measured and thus where improvements will focus on.
Therefore, criteria for the outcome measures are given. Besides, in the Actor section it is added that
defining the outcome measures is an iterative process between the Core Team and the Work Group
as this will lead to better supported results.
The Output of this phase is divided into intermediate outcomes, which are the results of the analysis
of the current care process (goal 1) and the final output of the phase, which are the patient outcomes
measures for the specific medical condition (goal 2). The Tool used during this phase is the outcomes
hierarchy (Porter, 2010) in order to give overview of completeness of the chosen outcomes.
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4.6 Phase 4: Development phase
In the development phase the VBCP is composed and mapped. Moreover, the costs for the full cycle
of care are determined and the impact on other care processes is analyzed.

Phase 4: Development phase
Goal

Technique

Actors

1. Make an overview of the activities that take place over the full cycle of care
and develop the process map of the VBCP to show in which order tasks are
performed, by who and how much time they take
2. Estimate the costs and capacity of resources and use it to calculate the
capacity cost rate and calculate the total cost per care cycle
3. Analyze the impact of the new care process on other care processes
1. As care activities are interdependent and value is created by the combined
efforts of all of them, an overview of all activities that take place over the full
cycle of care needs to be made. The overview of the activities gives insight in
the relation between care activities and patient outcomes. Next, the activities
need to be translated into a process map, which gives the sequence and timing
of the processes and shows possible alternative routes. Based on the process
map it can be determined when and how to measure outcomes, for example
by sending questionnaires (PROMs) to patients before, during and after the
care process. To have consistency in the modeling language and process
models through the hospital, it is advised to use one language (e.g. BPMN4CP)
to visualize the VBCP.
2. The technique to determine the costs for the full cycle of care is described by
Kaplan and Anderson (2013) as the Time-Driven Activity Based Costing
method.
3. When the process map with the future-state of the care process is made, a
Change Impact Analysis needs to be done to analyze the potential
consequences for other care processes and he risks associated with the
change. If the impact is perceived large, adjustments need to be made to one
of the processes. If the impact is only limited, the results of the Change Impact
Analysis need to be communicated prior to the pilot and implementation
phase.
The Core Team develops the VBCP and calculates the costs of the full cycle of care.
When a design is ready, the Core Team will present it to the Work Group, who will
provide feedback on the design. After the feedback session the Core Team will come
with an improved design. This improved design – feedback loop will be repeated
until consensus is found on the design of the VBCP.

Input

The input needed for this phase is the information gathered in phase 3.

Output

The output of this phase is the process map of the VBCP (including the elements of
care, the sequence of events and the expected patient progress) and the results of
the impact analysis.
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Tool

For the process mapping several languages and programs can be used, for example
if BPMN4CP (Business Process Modeling and Notation for Care Pathways) is chosen
MS Visio provides an extension in which this can be modeled. For the calculation of
the costs for the full cycle of care the Time-Driven Activity Based Costing method of
Kaplan and Anderson (2013) can be used. The Change Impact Analysis is used to
analyze the consequences of the new care pathway.

Phase 4: Development phase
Compared to the goals in the framework some goals are aggregated into one as they were perceived
as one step. For example, making the overview of what activities take place and making a process map
of them is now one step as people would do this at once in practice as well. Also the cost calculation
process is now one goal instead of two. Furthermore, the defining of the outcome measures is moved
to phase 3 as this should be clear before designing the VBCP. Lastly, one goal is added to explicitly
analyze the impact of the VBCP on other processes in order to prevent a theoretical good VBCP not to
work in practice.
The division of tasks between the Actors is based on the experience with a regular care pathway, which
showed that the design is best supported when it is made in different rounds with feedback from the
people who will have to work with it (work group). This way people can give specific input about the
VBCP besides the input already gathered in phase 3. The phase’s Output is the VBCP process map as
this gives a clear view on the process and steps to be taken for patients with a specific medical
condition.
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4.7 Phase 5: Pilot and implementation phase
The goal of this phase is to bring the VBCP into practice. First a pilot (try-out) is done to check whether
the expected VBCP works in practice as it was designed. If so, the VBCP can be implemented in daily
use. If not, the VBCP needs to be adjusted (going back to phase 3 or 4).

Phase 5: Pilot and implementation phase
Goal

Technique

Actors

Input

1. Make a pilot- and implementation plan
2. Inform and educate all stakeholders about content, changes, roles and tasks,
reporting, communication etc.
3. Pilot the VBCP
4. Evaluate the pilot
5. Implement in daily use
1. The pilot and implementation should be prepared by making a pilot- and
implementation plan. This plan states task division in the Core Team, such as a
contact person in case of acute problems and how to collect feedback. Also the
duration of the pilot in time or amount of patients should be specified.
2. Taking back the stakeholder analysis and the communication plan per
stakeholder from phase 0 the way and intensity of communication is specified
per stakeholder. For example, too inform and educate stakeholders within the
care process special information and education sessions can be held. This can be
sessions combined for multiple disciplines or specific clinical lessons for one or
few disciplines. Also written communication via conventional channels is used
to communicate changes for example to the care providers not directly affected
by the changes.
3. When all stakeholders are informed, the pilot of the VBCP can be run. This means
that patients that are qualified for the care pathway will follow the new process.
4. The pilot of the VBCP needs to be evaluated on understandability and usability.
Therefore issue lists are available during the pilot and feedback meetings with
stakeholders are held. Besides, the use of the Care Pathway can be monitored
by collecting data of the tasks of each professional and the possible deviations
from the path. These deviations might indicate flaws in the care pathway or in
the inclusion criteria for patients.
5. Feedback from the pilot on the understandability and usefulness will either lead
to implementation in daily use (go to phase 6), revision of the VBCP (go back to
phase 4) or additional information gathering (go back to phase 3). When the
VBCP is implemented in daily use the protocols can be adjusted and GPs need to
be informed. Also the website needs to be updated and a patient magazine can
be made to inform patients structurally.
The Core team informs and educates colleagues and other stakeholders. Therefore all
health staff who provide care for patients with the chosen condition is involved, as
well as supporting services and the patient himself.
The elaborated VBCP is the input for this phase. During the phase a pilot- and
implementation plan is made. Also the stakeholder map and communication plan
from phase 0 are input to this phase.
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Output

Tool

The experiences during the pilot will produce issue lists and feedback. This feedback
might lead to the decision to gather additional information or ask advice from other
clinical disciplines or management. After adjustments to the care pathway are made,
the decision can be made to use path in daily practice.
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system

Phase 5: Pilot and implementation phase
This phase was originally named ‘Implementation phase’, but as the pilot of the VBCP is a very
important part in the execution of the toolbox, the phase is renamed ‘Pilot and implementation
phase’. The pilot is used to introduce the VBCP in practice and to test the practical usability. After the
pilot a decision is made to either go forward to further implementation or to go back to earlier phases
to redesign the VBCP.
The pilot and implementation phase in itself has a PDSA-cycle and therefore the “plan”-part is made
more explicit by adding the first goal ‘making a pilot and implementation plan’. The second and third
goal can be compared to the “do”-part, the fourth goal is the “study”-part and the fifth is the “act”part. The action in this last part is depending on the evaluation results. Although Vanhaecht et al.
(2011) mention that additional information gathering might be needed, the process visualization used
is linear. In order to emphasize the importance of a good design before implementing the VBCP in
daily practice, explicit referrals to earlier phases are used in the toolbox. Furthermore, the Techniques
mentioned in the articles and interviews are complemented with general used principles (e.g.
conventional communication channels). The Actors, Input, Output and Tool are derived from the Goal
and Techniques.
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4.8 Phase 6: Evaluation phase
The goal of this phase is to evaluate the value, i.e. the outcomes achieved compared to the costs to
achieve those outcomes. Also other aspects such as estimates and usability in practice are evaluated.

Phase 6: Evaluation phase
Goal

Technique

Actors

Input

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

Evaluate outcomes and costs for the full cycle of care (=evaluate value!)
Evaluate time and cost estimates
Evaluate usability
Communicate outcomes of the evaluation
The most important evaluation is that of the results on the patient outcome
measures, which can be described in an internal report. Moreover, riskadjustment as defined in phase 3 needs to be taken into account (such as
initial conditions). Secondly, the costs of the full cycle of care are compared
with the achieved outcomes to determine the value delivered to patients. The
outcomes can either be compared to benchmark organizations or to own
goals or previous scores on outcome measures. If comparing with other
organizations it can be very interesting to visit them and see how they
organized their care processes. Based on the findings improvement
opportunities need to be identified and taken up by the Core team. This leads
to continuous improvement in incremental steps and an evolving VBCP.
Moreover, it should be checked whether the outcome measures are still up to
date or e.g. must be adjusted to new developments.
2. The estimates used to calculate the costs and time for the full cycle of care
need to be evaluated and adjusted if needed. This does not change the actual
pathway, but only the parameters used in the calculation of the cost.
3. The usability of the VBCP in daily practice is again evaluated. This consists of
analysis of variations, in which reasons for deviations from the pathway are
discussed. This can lead discovery of common variations, which may result in
either a proposal to change the pathway or to alerts to staff to better follow
the care pathway.
4. The results of the VBCP need to be discussed with all stakeholders. This
includes results in terms of value (outcomes and costs), but also the results
about the usability. During these meetings the Core Team also presents what
will be the new areas of improvement within the cycle of care.
The Core Team analyses the outcomes, but input can be collected by the Work
group and other stakeholders. Besides, the Core Team initiates and leads the
sessions in which the outcomes are discussed. For these meetings all stakeholders
should be invited, or different meetings for different groups of stakeholders can be
held. It is important to note that all stakeholders involved should get feedback, as
well the Board of Directors and Council of Specialists, as the people on the
workplace.
In phase 3 the outcome measures are determined and in phase 4 it is determined
when and how these are measured. The data that is needed to evaluate therefore
consists of:
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 Data of the patient outcomes (e.g. PROMs)
 Cost calculations
 Process data (did the patient follow the path?)
For the evaluation of the outcome measures, new available evidence or standards
should be studied.
Output

Tool

Reports/scorecards with overview of scores on outcome measures and cost
measures.
Identified areas with opportunities for improvement in the care pathway
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system to log
process compliance

Phase 6: Evaluation phase
In this phase two goals are added compared to the earlier framework. Above all the evaluation should
be about the outcomes achieved. Therefore this goal is explicitly stated in this phase. Furthermore,
evaluation of the estimates used need to be evaluated and updated. Also the usability of the VBCP
need to be evaluated regularly in order to keep it up to date. The goal to communicate the results is
added to emphasize the importance to start improving based on the evaluations.
The Techniques from this phase are a combination of the input from articles and interviews. The tasks
of the actors are based on the roles they have. For example, the Core Team is responsible for the
analysis and discussion of the outcomes. The precise Input and Tool for this phase are dependent on
the previous phases, e.g. which patient outcomes are recorded how and when is depending on the
medical condition and the organization of the care pathway. And the Tool to analyze the process data
depends on the available process data in the hospital information system. The Output however is
more general and consists of reports of the outcomes of the evaluations and opportunities for
improvement.
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4.9 Phase 7: Continuous follow-up phase
The goal of this phase is to emphasize the continuous monitoring and improvement that follow from
the development and implementation.

Phase 7: Continuous follow-up phase
Goal

Technique

Actors

Input
Output
Tool

1. Keep improving the care pathway and patient value
2. Keep pathways alive and in use
3. Keep monitoring outcomes and performance
1. Based on the identified areas with chances for improvement, a new work
group can be formed of professionals involved in that part. To generate
improvement ideas for the specified problem the RePro technique as
described by Vanwersch et al. (2014) can be used.
2. Furthermore, the current pathway still needs to be followed and monitored.
Therefore the awareness for the new way of working needs to stay high and
continuously monitored to prevent falling back in old routines.
3. Ongoing evaluation and incremental improvements should become the
standard. Therefore the outcomes need to be measured and discussed
regularly, for example every 6 months, and improvement areas need to be
indicated.
The Core team needs to initiate and lead the sessions in which the areas which need
improvement are discussed and where improvement ideas are made explicit. The
Core Team is also responsible for keeping the awareness among care providers high
and to set up continuous monitoring and improvement.
The input for this phase is the overview of the results from the evaluation in phase
6. During this phase new overviews of results will be generated.
The output of this phase is improvement ideas, which will be used as input for the
redesign of the Care Pathway.
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system

Phase 7: Continuous follow-up phase
The main change in this phase compared to the framework is the order of the goals. To put more
emphasis on the continuous improvement in the care pathway and patient value, this goal is placed
first. Although an important phase, the articles and interviewees did not make many remarks on the
topic of follow-up, possibly because it is perceived as obvious to keep using what was designed, or
because practice was not yet ready for it when the toolbox was made. Another addition made to this
phase is the cyclic character to identify improvement opportunities and then go back to phase 1 to
work them out systematically. This cyclic character contributes to the continuous improvement
culture.
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4.10 Facilitators and barriers
Besides the actions described in the toolbox, there are general facilitators and barriers that can help
or hinder the implementation of VBCP. The facilitators and barriers are not linked to one specific
phase, but are relevant throughout the complete development and implementation cycle. The
facilitators and barriers are derived from literature and interviews with experts. In Appendix IV an
overview can be found of which source supports the mentioned barrier or facilitator. In this section,
the facilitators and barriers are categorized and described.

4.10.1 Facilitators
Facilitators are factors that can ease the development and implementation process. Rather than goals
or techniques facilitators are no actions that can be taken, but merely aspects to take into account.
Facilitator – human resources
As in most projects, the achieved results depend on the commitment and enthusiasm of the people
involved. A cooperative and critical attitude of the complete multidisciplinary team is likely to lead to
better results. With concern to the multidisciplinary team it cannot be emphasized enough that it is
very important to involve all major disciplines concerned with the patient care. It will result in greater
validity and it is more likely the VBCP will be implemented. Involving employees from different fields
also protects against the risk of a pathway led by only one professional group, reflecting in opinion
based variations. Moreover, clinicians must be key players, as they have a lot of knowledge about the
subject, but are also responsible for the care delivery. Giving key roles, such as project leader, will lead
to involvement in design and subsequent implementation and continuous monitoring.
Facilitator – team composition
Concerning the team composition, it is important to have a project leader with great leadership
capabilities. He (she) will be responsible for the coordination of the project and therefore must be
sufficiently well informed and standing high enough in the organization to have authority.
Furthermore, great leadership is associated with energy and good communication. Moreover, it was
mentioned to have a (quality) executive to support the team, such that clinicians and other medical
personnel can focus on the content. Adding employees from the finance department or business
control department will help to make non-care aspects clear, such as costs or availability of data.
Facilitator – communication
It is important to be aware that the development and implementation of VBCPs is a process of change,
which needs change management and causes dis-balance in the organization. Concerning the
communication it is important to keep it clear and consistent. Educating medical personnel about
business concepts will help in that. Furthermore, it is important to show what you do with the input
people give during the project. Besides it is advised to set a limited amount of achievable goals up
front and then stick to your goals. The VBCP should also be understandable for patients in order to
manage their expectations.
Facilitator – data & IT
In order to establish clear and consistent communication, it is important to enable data sharing
between care givers such that it is available on the moment needed. Moreover, a good IT
infrastructure enlarges the ease of extracting data. With regard to the data collection it is important
to not randomly collect data, as the abundance of data is confusing.
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Facilitator - outcomes
The goal of measuring, reporting and comparing outcomes is to (rapidly) improve outcomes and
incentivize innovation. It is desired to establish uniform (inter)national outcome measurement
standards and methods. In order to evaluate the outcomes and compare providers, the outcomes
must be risk-adjusted or stratified. Otherwise misleading conclusions can be drawn. Quantification of
the outcomes can support effective dialogues. Insight in the trade-offs and complementariness
between outcomes will help in deciding where to focus attention and innovation.
Facilitator - Value Based Care Pathway
With regard to the contents of the VBCP, it is important to find a good balance between clinician
autonomy and standardization, such that they perceive the freedom to use their best clinical
judgement. Additionally, regular change and improvement of the VBCP should be encouraged by
making changes easy. When choosing the medical condition for which the VBCP is developed, it can
be beneficial to start in surgical services as that type of care is better predictable and routines are
already in place. Furthermore, the activities in the VBCP should be in accordance with evidence based
medicine (EBM) guidelines. And institutional circumstances should be taken into account as they
might influence the effectiveness of the VBCP.

4.10.2 Barriers
Besides the facilitators, also barriers to the development, implementation or improvement of VBCP
were mentioned. Of course the lack of a facilitator can be a barrier. For example, the lack of project
leader with great leadership capabilities can hinder the development of the VBCP. However, this
section will only cover new barriers, i.e. factors that can hinder the development and implementation
process.
Barrier – management
A possible barrier and reducer of enthusiasm among the team is when no credit is given for
improvements in the quality of care. As the focus of the VBCP should be to mainly improve the quality
and not a search for cost savings, the appraisal for quality improvements is essential. In line with this
it is important that higher management commits financial and manpower resources to this qualitygoal, as a large investment of time is needed, which could otherwise be spent on clinical activities.
Barrier – attitude towards VBCP
There is a risk of reluctance to change among clinicians as they might perceive the VBCP as ‘cookbook
medicine’. They sometimes even refuse to change their routines, even when it has been proved to be
ineffective. To solve this, constant dialogue within the team, between the clinicians and managers is
needed. This negative attitude towards VBCP can also have to do with obstructive interpersonal
politics.
Barrier – data availability
For some medical conditions there will be no suitable existing evidence based medicine guidelines,
and time and resources to develop them locally might be insufficient. Another practical barrier is the
current information systems, which might hinder the documentation and collection of data.
Moreover, gathering longitudinal patient results might incur high costs. Also the cost measuring has a
barrier as due to the fragmentation of care, the available cost data does not adequately reflect the
costs for the cycle of care. The unit of reimbursement is not (yet) aligned with the unit of value.
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Barrier – defining outcomes
Due to the current organizational structure and focus on individual interventions, care providers tend
to focus on immediate results and to measure only what is under their direct control, rather than to
focus on the outcomes that matter to patients. They find it hard to see and take responsibility for
outcomes and costs for the full cycle of care and therefore outcomes are defined too narrow or too
broad.
Barrier – practicalities
In practice, the communication and coordination between different levels of care and different care
providers might be hard to organize well. Also the transition between the different phases requires
attention. A barrier for example is to try to measure too much during the screening phase or only do
the measuring from the diagnosis and goal setting phase and fail to implement the optimizations. A
balance has to be found between the development and implementation: on the one hand not every
detailed problem has to be solved before the implementation as it can de-motivate the team. On the
other hand, starting the implementation before everything is arranged will lead to a halfheartedly
implementation with a lot of confusion in practice and possibly failure to implement. A last point
taken into consideration is that the evaluation is very important and should get enough attention as
well as taking actions based on the evaluation results.

4.11 Interactive representation of the toolbox
From the application and evaluation it appeared that the theoretical toolbox as presented above is
not visually appealing and not much attractive to read. Therefore, an interactive visualization of the
toolbox and the facilitators and barriers is made in Prezi. In Figure 12 a screenshot of the main page is
depicted. The full version can be found on http://tinyurl.com/VBCPtoolbox. By clicking on the phases
and the goals, actors etcetera, the reader can see more information.

Figure 12: Main page of interactive representation of the toolbox
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5. Application of the toolbox in a case study
In this chapter the toolbox is applied and tested on understandability and completeness of the
toolbox, by means of a walkthrough. Understandability in this context is the comprehensiveness of
the descriptions of the toolbox-phases, the ease of understanding the toolbox and the practical
feasibility of the proposed actions. The content is evaluated on completeness, missing information
and coherence between toolbox-phases. For the walkthrough, a case study hospital that has the
intention to develop and implement VBCPs, is chosen and the toolbox is applied there. However, if
the toolbox would be strictly followed, it would take several months to complete. Due to time
constraints the decision is made to do a walkthrough, which means that the evaluators act as if the
toolbox would be followed, but actions are not actually taken. Therefore, the focus is on phases 0-3
as those are quite predictable and foreseeable. From phase 4 on it is expected that a real application
would give other and more detailed insights than a walkthrough. The participants are a medical
specialist from the case study hospital and a person acting as an executive who facilitates the VBCP
project. The toolbox as presented in Chapter 4 has been adopted based on the feedback from the
application.

5.1 Introduction of the case study hospital
The St. Anna hospital, located in the south of The Netherlands, is a regional hospital with about 1200
employees, including more than 100 specialists, and a capacity of 320 beds (St. Anna Ziekenhuis).
Together with four residential care centers and a medical sports health center, St. Anna hospital forms
the St. Anna Care Group. The St. Anna Care Group is known for its small-scale, good and broad basic
care. As the aim of the St. Anna Care Group is to be the most involved care institution in the region,
the focus is on personal, high-quality care and services.
The St. Anna Care Group is organized in three levels. On the strategic level, the Board of Directors
works with the Council of the Medical Specialists. The tactical level consists of clusters, services and
staff departments. The third level is the operational level with the departments, see Figure 18 in
Appendix V. St. Anna Care Group wants to organize the primary processes as much as possible on the
operational level. This yields that responsibilities and authority is placed as low in the organization as
possible. Furthermore, the hospital has several certificates and quality labels, amongst which the NIAZ
accreditation and several marks for cancer care.
In this research the St. Anna Hospital functions as client as well as case study. This means that although
the St. Anna Hospital came up with the research objective, the toolbox that is designed has the aim to
be applicable in more situations and hospitals. For the application of the toolbox the St. Anna Hospital
has functioned as an example hospital, i.e. a case study.

5.2 Phase 0
The Board of Directors and the Council of Specialists discussed Value Based Healthcare and the
application of it via VBCPs in several meetings and decided to implement VBCPs in the hospital.
Reasons to start this program were a desire to improve quality and patient satisfaction; perceived
pressure from insurers to improve on value, and consequently a better negotiation position towards
insurers; less mistakes and better insides in costs and the believe that better quality will lead to lower
total costs. VBCPs are incorporated in the strategic plan for 2016-2017.
To gain insight in the theory of Value Based Healthcare, members of the Board of Directors and Council
of Specialists read several articles from Porter. Also a workshop was followed in which Value Based
Healthcare was explained. Also a stakeholder map and a set up for the communication per stakeholder
is made, see Figure 13 and Table 3.
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Figure 13: Stakeholder map VBCP
Table 3: Set-up communication per stakeholder

Stakeholder
Medical
specialists

Communication
As the medical specialists have high power and high interest in the VBCP they must
be managed closely, meaning to fully engage them. In order to do this the Council of
Specialists, i.e. the representatives of all medical specialists in the hospital, is involved
from the very beginning during meetings about VBCP. Further spread among medical
specialists goes via staff meetings.
External care The external care organizations are seen as on the boundary of power. On the one
organizations hand they are essential for the VBCP and therefore have high power. On the other
hand they are also dependent on the hospital and in practice often are willing to
cooperate for care improvement projects. The external care organizations are first
informed by digital communication and asked for participation in the project. The
participants then are closely involved in the development and implementation. The
other external organizations are kept up to date via e-mail or newsletters.
Management Management has relatively high power, but lower interest as their daily job will not
be affected that much. To keep management satisfied they are involved in the core
team as well as in the work group.
Nurses
The nurses in the hospital have high interests in the changes made to the care delivery
as it is their daily job to work with it. However, they do not have high power, so they
are involved in the multidisciplinary work group and kept informed via meetings and
newsletters.
Support
The support services do not have high power as well. Though changes in the care
services
delivery will affect their work, they are involved in the work group. Additional
communication will take place via meetings and newsletters.
Reflection
It can be concluded that phase 0 was clearly described and easy to follow as it was in line with the
actual actions taken in the hospital.

5.3 Phase 1
In order to determine the area of practice, the Board of Directors and the Council of Specialist used
the following criteria:
 Can the department handle a VBCP-project? I.e. is the department stable enough in terms of
available personnel and other simultaneously running projects? This criterion was chosen, as the
first VBCPs will function as an example for the rest of the hospital.
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 What is the strategic importance of the area now and in the future? This criterion was relevant as
a merger with another hospital is being prepared.
 Is there enough patient volume (now and in the future)?
 How are the costs now (losses or gains)?
 As the desire is to start with multiple (5/6) pathways simultaneously, how much does it overlap
with other possible areas?
After this selection, seven areas were chosen: cardiology, pulmonology, surgery, orthopedics,
dermatology, internal medicine and eye-nose-throat (ENT). The next step was to select a medical
condition. For the purpose of the evaluation of the toolbox, the cardiology is chosen as area of practice
and the medical condition thoracic pain, better known as chest pain. Cardiology is chosen because it
is one of the areas selected by the Board of Directors and one of the participants in the walkthrough
is a cardiologist. The medical condition thoracic pain is chosen, because there is not yet a care pathway
for this condition, but it requires multidisciplinary interventions.
The hospital has no template for (small) business cases. However, the information about the chosen
medical condition on the criteria is sufficient for the Board to agree with the choice.
The hospital in this case study has a preference for dual leadership for the VBCPs. Therefore, a
cardiologist in combination with the outpatient department head are the project-owners of the VBCP
for thoracic pain. All departments involved in the care for patients with thoracic pain are depicted in
Figure 14.

Cardiology
Pharmacy

Radiology

Thoracic
pain

Ward

GP

Function
department

Laboratory
Emergency
room

Figure 14: Departments involved in care for thoracic pain patients

Reflection
During this phase it appeared that the hospital does not have a template for small business cases and
also is not accustomed to its use. The disadvantage is that when a small business case would be
written, it cannot be compared to other projects. Furthermore, the Board has not defined content
they would like to see back in the small business case. Therefore, the small business case is not made
in this hospital. The advice is to adopt the use of small business cases as they provide insight in costs
and risks, for an example of a Project Assignment Form, see Appendix VI.
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5.4 Phase 2
Patients with thoracic pain can either come via the General Practitioner (GP) or via the emergency
department. Within the hospital several tracks are possible: (1) after diagnosis patients are referred
back to the GP or another specialism because tests do not indicate thoracic pain; (2) they get
medication and stay with the cardiologist for thoracic pain; or (3) they are referred to another hospital
because there is more to it than thoracic pain. The focus of the VBCP that is made during this case
study is on track 2: patients with thoracic pain who stay under control for thoracic pain at the
cardiologist. The care cycle starts with the patient having pain on the chest and ends when the patient
does no longer come for control visits.
The Core Team consists of:
 A cardiologist (project leader)
 The outpatient department head from cardiology (project leader and also representative of
management)
 An employee from the emergency room
 A trainee to support the core team
The workgroup consists of:
 Radiologist
 Radiographer
 General Practitioner
 Employee of the function department
 Laboratory employee
 Emergency room nurse
 CCU nurse
 Ward nurse
 Pharmacist
 Outpatient secretary
 Department secretary
 Core team
The planning for the thoracic pain VBCP, as shown in Figure 15, is to have two weeks of preparation
and make the work group familiar with VBCPs. Three weeks with interviews; two weeks to define
patient outcome measures; three weeks to make and validate the process map and calculate costs;
two weeks to make the implementation plan and prepare pilot; six weeks to run the pilot; one week
to evaluate pilot and make changes to the pathway; implementation in daily use, evaluate outcomes
after 6 months and then every year.
Week 1
Preparation

2

3
Interviews

13
14
15
Pilot and impl. plan Run pilot

4

5

16

17

6
7
8
9
10
Define pt outcomes Map process and calculate costs
18

19

20

11

12

21
22
23
…
Evaluate Implement improved VBCP

Figure 15: VBCP thoracic pain - project planning

To create support among employees and make them familiar with VBCPs, an information session is
held by the core team, supported by consultants from the Value Based Healthcare Center Europe.
Additionally, a focus group will be organized in which employees get the possibility to express their
concerns around the thoracic pain VBCP. These concerns are noted and taken into account by the core
team.
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Reflection
Defining the medical condition took quite some thoughts, as there was a discussion on how to cover
the full cycle of care, but still keep it manageable and thus not include patients who appear not to be
thoracic pain patients. Furthermore, it became apparent that planning way in advance is very
important because if the tight schedule presented above is to be followed, the core team members
must have enough time to spend on this project.

5.5 Phase 3
For the analysis of the current care processes interviews will be held with all work group members
covering as well hospital employees as first line care professionals. Patients will be involved through
individual interviews as there is no patient association for thoracic pain patients. The work group will
be asked to search for existing EBM-guidelines and procedures. Furthermore a literature search will
be done to find standards and best practices.
Due to time constraints, in this case study only the cardiologist is interviewed and a document analysis
is performed. The Dutch Care Institute (Zorginstituut Nederland) has gathered different guidelines in
The Netherlands for coronary heart diseases, in which category thoracic pain falls (Zorginstituut
Nederland, 2015). Furthermore, the International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement
(ICHOM) has published a so called Standard Set of outcomes for coronary artery disease (McNamara,
et al., 2015), which is related to thoracic pain as well. Based on the interview and the document
analysis an outcome measure for every level of the outcome hierarchy was chosen, see Figure 16. It is
important to note that this set of outcome measures is based on limited information and therefore
should be used and interpreted accordingly.

Tier 1
Achieved or retained
health status
Tier 2
Process of recovery
Tier 3
Sustainability of health

•30-day survival
•Degree of health and recovery
•Time to treatment
•Disutility of examinations
•Complications and re-admissions
•Disease progression

Figure 16: Outcome measurements in the outcome hierarchy for thoracic pain

Reflection
To define the outcome measures a lot more interviews and discussion with involved care professionals
and patients are desired. However, this is also described in the toolbox, but due to time constraints it
is not performed during this walkthrough. The effect of more interviews and discussion will be a better
support for the chosen outcomes and more detailed outcome measures thanks to background
information. It is concluded that the goals and techniques described in this phase are attainable and
clearly explained.
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5.6 Phase 4
Due to the limited available time it was chosen to only take goal 1 and 3 into account in the
walkthrough. Based on insights from the cardiologist an overview of the care activities and a process
map is made, see Appendix VII. For the impact on other care process the expectation is that the
availability of the MRI will be a bottleneck.
Reflection
It is hard to fully evaluate this phase, as only the input of the cardiologist is used. It is expected that
input from other care givers will give different insights and also more discussion on how the care
pathway should look like. Furthermore, the representative of the function department will put great
emphasis on the MRI being a bottleneck. Besides, the cost calculation was not done, so this point
could not be evaluated. The overall conclusion for this phase is that it takes a lot of time from a lot of
different people and that this is essential in order to achieve good results.

5.7 Phase 5
The pilot and implementation plan consists of a training for cardiologists and information session for
all stakeholders. This includes clinical lessons for the employees with direct patient contact and
meetings with management to inform them about the Thoracic Pain Value Based Care Pathway. The
pilot will be run for three months. During the first two weeks one person of the core team will be
stand-by to directly answer questions about the care pathway. Also a form will be placed in a central
place where all perceived problems that do not require direct intervention are noted. These forms will
be discussed within the core team and if necessary with the person(s) who perceived the problem.
Then the core team will come up with an improved care pathway. In case the changes are only small,
the improved care pathway will be sent to the work group and the changes will be made directly. If
the changes are relatively big, the care pathway will be reviewed by the work group first, before it is
implemented in practice.
Reflection
As none of the actions mentioned above is actually carried out, it is quite hard to evaluate the actions
and consequences. For example, it is difficult to say whether the information sessions will be attended
well or that it appears to be hard to reach every individual, which is essential for the implementation.
Overall the steps appear logical and achievable.

5.8 Phase 6
After nine months the evaluation will take place. First of all the outcomes will be evaluated by the
Core Team. They will gather the necessary information and make a report. The outcomes will be
communicated with the Board of Directors and the Council of Specialists first. Then all employees
involved in the care process will be informed about the outcomes.
Reflection
As for the previous phases, this phase is not actually performed and therefore it is hard to draw
conclusions about. However, the structure of presenting results to the Board of Directors and the
Council of Specialists is common for the hospital and therefore seems appropriate in this situation too.
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5.9 Phase 7
As the thoracic pain VBCP is the first one for the case hospital, phase 7 will be focused on expanding
the reach of this care pathway. For example the possibility that a patient gets the diagnosis thoracic
pain and gets medicines prescribed by the cardiologist, but then goes to the GP for control
appointments. Another expansion possibility is to include more common co-morbidities. Furthermore,
the hospital will use the care pathway as an example and will start up new projects to develop more
VBCPs.
Reflection
The actions described in this phase are based on the strong desire of the hospital to make all care
delivery value based. Consequently, these actions are very realistic, but they also depend on the actual
success of the VBCP. However, the phase is perceived important and useful in order to achieve
complete value based care delivery.

5.10 Reflection on the application
In order to reflect on the application of the toolbox Table 4 presents an overview of the output that is
generated during the walkthrough. As can be seen in this overview, the phases 0-4 have been merely
covered, but from phase 5 on the actual pilot and implementation had to take place.
It was indicated by a reviewer that the goals set per phase are in line with the regular actions taken in
the hospital in order to execute a project. The phases are clearly described and thanks to the overlap
with earlier experiences in care pathways development, perceived as complete and coherent. The
proposed techniques are also perceived as logical in order to reach the goals. Based on the feedback
during the application, it is concluded that the phases of the toolbox are clearly described and easy to
understand. It is also concluded that the toolbox suggests to use tools the hospital does not use
already. However, the addition of those tools is perceived as positive, as mentioning these tools makes
the toolbox more complete. Moreover, these tools are general tools and therefore found to be easy
to learn.
Other important conclusions are that the scoping of the medical condition is not simple, but very
determinative for the further development and therefore requires investment of time of core team
members. It was also concluded that a limitation of the application through a walkthrough is that it is
done by only two people whereas the strength of the VBCP is that it is developed with a
multidisciplinary team. This is best visible in Table 4 in phase 3. As it can be seen the vision of patients
and external partners is not obtained and thus not taken into account in phase 3 during the
construction of the outcome measures, nor in phase 4 during the design of the VBCP. Also for the own
team and organization only the one cardiologist has given input, instead of all different internal
stakeholders that are identified in the stakeholder map from phase 1. Thanks to the fact that only two
people were involved in the walkthrough, the communication went easy and fast. Also the
improvement cycles, in which the VBCP was presented, got feedback and was improved went fast. It
is expected that when a complete multidisciplinary team is involved, it will take more time to get
everyone on the same page.
Table 4: Checklist of outputs produced during the walkthrough

Phase 0
 Commitment form highest management
 Promised resources
 Stakeholder map
 Communication plan per stakeholder
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√
√
√

Phase 1
 Objective motivation to start project
 Commitment of management and core players
 Assigned project owner
 Selection criteria
 Stakeholder map
 Force field analysis
 Impact analysis
Phase 2
 Project plan
- Project leadership
- Roles and responsibilities core team and work group
- Timeline of project
- Scope of medical condition
Phase 3
 Patient outcome measures
 Own team and organization
- Current bottlenecks
- Minimal necessary resources
- Overview of care activities
- Involved care providers
 Vision of patient and family
- Patient expectations
- Patient preferences
 Available evidence and legislation
- Overview latest (international) standards
- Earlier developed sets of outcome measures
 External partners
Phase 4
 Process map of VBCP
 Impact analysis
Phase 5
 Issue lists and feedback results
 Decide to use pathway in daily practice
Phase 6
 Reports/scorecards with outcomes
 Cost measure outcomes
 Opportunities for improvement
Phase 7
 Concrete improvement ideas
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√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

6. Evaluation
The toolbox was also reviewed and evaluated by two experts from another hospital in the South of
the Netherlands. These two experts work on the implementation of value based healthcare in that
hospital. In a group-interview the completeness and usability of the toolbox are discussed and via a
questionnaire (also filled in by the participant of the application) the usability is evaluated. The toolbox
as presented in Chapter 4 already contains the improvement suggestion from the evaluation. This
chapter states the main suggestions and advices that resulted from the meeting.

6.1 Completeness of the toolbox
The reviewers stated the importance to realize a lot of different stakeholders are involved in the
development and implementation of VBCP and that they require different information and different
ways of communication. Therefore, the suggestion to make a communication plan per stakeholder in
phase 0, is followed. Another suggestion made for phase 0 is to already mention the possibility to visit
other hospitals which already implemented value based healthcare in order to get a good view of the
opportunities it offers. The reviewers perceived that in practice this excites and enthuses people to
cooperate.
For phase 1 the suggestion was made that the criteria to select an area can be made numeric and then
placed in a Decision matrix. This could help to support the decision making process. Another
suggestion made was to designate ambassadors in the chosen area of practice in order to gather
support.
Concerning the project planning the reviewers suggested to have, next to the project plan, a more
detailed planning of meetings and goals per meeting. Based on these goals the format and contents
of the meetings can be specified. As this detailed planning is depending on the characteristics of the
care organization and the chosen area of practice, it is not incorporated in the toolbox. Another advice
was to make clear that core team and work group members are expected to contribute outside the
meetings as well. This could be in the form of “homework”, such as interviewing ten patients before
the next meeting.
In phase 3 the reviewers had a suggestion for the process in which the patient outcome measures are
defined. To get the broadest results the idea is to first have the work group think of outcome measures
themselves before these are discussed. The idea is that when people start thinking together, they are
influenced by each other and do not see all possibilities they would mention otherwise.
As in phase 5 the possibilities are described to go back to phase 3 or 4, the advice was to add arrows
in Figure 11 to depict that. For the phases 4, 6 and 7 no explicit suggestions were made. As stated
above, the suggestions made for the context are already incorporated in the toolbox as presented in
Chapter 4. With the adoptions made based on the above mentioned comments, the content of the
toolbox was perceived as complete.

6.2 General utility of the toolbox
The two reviewers also filled out a questionnaire based on the Method Evaluation Model (Moody,
2003), in order to get insight in the perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and the intention to
use the toolbox, see Table 5. In the table the questions are ordered per sub-category and the answers
to negative questions are reversed (Questions marked with *). Also the cardiologist that participated
in the application has filled in the questionnaire. The questionnaire was filled out in Dutch and
translated into English in order to incorporate it in the thesis. The red, black and purple crosses
indicate the answers of three different persons. The questions marked blue are about the perceived
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ease of use, the green marked questions are about the perceived usefulness and the yellow marked
questions are about the intention to use the toolbox.
Table 5: Questionnaire for evaluation of the toolbox

Totally
disagree
Totally
agree*

Perceived ease of use

1.
4.
6.
9.
11.
14.

2.

3.

Perceived usefulness

5.
7.
8.

12.

13.

15.

I found the procedure for applying
the method complex and difficult to
follow *
Overall, I found the method difficult
to use*
I found the method easy to learn
I think it is difficult to apply the
method *
I found the phases of the method
clear and easy to understand
I am not confident that I am now
competent to apply this method in
practice *
I believe that this method would
reduce the effort required to develop
and implement Value Based Care
Pathways
Value Based Care Pathways
represented using this method would
be more difficult to understand *
This method would make it easier for
users to verify whether Value Based
Care Pathways are correct
Overall, I found the method to be
useful
Using this method would make it
more difficult to maintain Value
Based Care Pathways *
Overall, I think this method does not
provide an effective solution to the
problem of developing and
implementing Value Based Care
Pathways *
Using this method would make it
easier to communicate Value Based
Care Pathways to involved
stakeholders
Overall, I think this method is an
improvement to the standard method
to develop and implement care
pathways

Disagree Neutral
Agree*

Agree

Totally
agree
Totally
Neutral* Disagree*
disagree*
XX

X

X

XX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XX

X

XXX

X

X

X
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X
X

XX

XX

X

XX

X

XX

X

X

Intention to use

I would definitely not use this method
10. to develop and implement Value
Based Care Pathways *
I intend to use this method in
preference to the standard Care
16. Pathways Model if I have to work
with Value Based Care Pathways in
the future

X

X

XX

X

X

Questions marked with * are in negative form and the results are reversed in the table.

Via the questionnaire, the reviewers state that they perceive the toolbox as useful for the purpose of
developing and implementing VBCP and that the toolbox is perceived easy to understand and learn.
The opinions about the intention to use the toolbox were different as one of them believes that the
care pathways in the hospital are already good enough and therefore only the measurement of
outcomes should be their focus. The other reviewer stated that for new care pathways this would be
a good way to include the value based healthcare theory. Interesting to notice is that the reviewers
who did not apply the toolbox mostly give the same answers as the reviewer who did apply the toolbox
(purple).
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7. Discussion
In this thesis a toolbox for the development and implementation of Value Based Care Pathways was
developed. It is based on a strong scientific fundament of literature from the field of Value Based
Healthcare combined with literature from the field of care pathway development. In addition to that,
practical experiences and advises from theoretical perspective, practice and management perspective
are also incorporated through interviews. Through coding and integrating the information from
literature and interviews, the theoretical toolbox as presented in this paper is designed. Additionally
a practical, interactive tool is designed for use in practice. A practical application in a realistic setting
and an expert evaluation show that the phases are coherent and comprehensive, as the phases are
clearly described and actions are in line with practice. Due to the structure with different levels of
detail, the toolbox is perceived as easy to use and useful for the purpose of developing and
implementing VBCPs.
The toolbox is set up as an aid in the development and implementation of VBCP in practice, however
not every VBCP designed according to this toolbox is guaranteed to lead to a success. Although the
toolbox is partly based on experiences from practice, every organization should consider to adjust the
proposed techniques and tools to similar, but more familiar, methods to fit their own organization.
Every care process, multidisciplinary team and organization is unique, which might make it necessary
to tweak the phases to the actual situation. The use of familiar tools can promote the acceptation of
the toolbox.
A strength of the toolbox is that it emphasizes the organization of care delivery all around the patient
in order to achieve the highest patient value. All different care providers included in the full cycle of
care, together with the patients themselves, are represented in the multidisciplinary work group. This
creates broad support and enlarges the chance of successful implementation of the VBCP. Also, by
giving practical guidelines for the operationalization of the Value Based Healthcare theory, the toolbox
is an opportunity for an autonomous method for care organizations whom already feel the pressure
to deliver higher quality without increasing costs. Another strength is represented in the fact that the
toolbox is made very practical by developing an interactive representation. Still, opportunities for
improvement of the toolbox are recognized. For instance by even further evaluation and application,
for example an application with a complete multidisciplinary team. In such a case discrepancies
between theory and practice can be made clearer. A threat hindering the adoption of the toolbox is
recognized in the possibility that there are multiple methods to apply Value Based Healthcare in
practice, also other (improved) theories comparable to Value Based Healthcare can arise. However,
as care delivery still needs to be organized across care providers and by combining the care activities
in an efficient way, so the toolbox will still be useful.
The scientific relevance of the toolbox is emphasized in the fact that it bridges the gap in literature
between Value Based Healthcare and care pathway development, as further expressed in Chapter 2.
The toolbox has three explicit contributions. First of all, the toolbox integrates existing literature,
knowledge and methods for the creation of care pathways. Secondly, in the toolbox these methods
are elaborated and amplified with a more detailed description of all the phases in order to
operationalize them. Third, the toolbox provides a practical approach to bring the Value Based
Healthcare theory into practice by adding specifics of that theory to the care pathway development
methods.
Besides development of VBCPs, the toolbox can even be used for development of regular care
pathways. In order to do so, the value based specifics can be replace by other goals. For example, in
phase 2 the scope can be set on the internal care delivery chain of a hospital; or in phase 3 the patient
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outcome measures can be replaced by other key performance indicators. Consequently, in phase 4
the care pathway is organized to measure and perform well on those KPIs, and costs might not need
to be calculated across patients. However, the phases still can be followed and the facilitators and
barriers are still valid.
The practical relevance is emphasized by the application of the toolbox during this research in the St.
Anna hospital. During the application phase, the toolbox was tested in the St. Anna hospital, where it
is now decided to go for a roll-out of VBCP’s using the toolbox, starting with recruitment of trainees
who will execute the toolbox. The shift towards VBCP demands a change in organizational culture.
People need to be aware of the importance of measuring outcomes that matter to patients, and must
be willing to organize the care in a way the highest value is achieved. This, for example, requires that
people cooperate closely with other care providers and take common responsibility for the outcomes
of the full cycle of care. The speed of such a culture change is partly depended on the diversity of
expertise present in the teams: it is highly recommended to include both people with medical
knowledge and people with managerial experiences, but equally important is whether these people
are willing to change. For the practical application of the toolbox it is important to find a balance
between elaborating into detail and moving forward. The design should be made thoroughly, but it
does not need to be perfect. Ideally, early versions, the so called ‘low hanging fruits’ should be
covered, then through continuous improvement the VBCP is matured. In the whole process one should
keep in mind to celebrate successes (even the small ones!).

7.1 Reflection on methodology
Concerning the research methodology, the literature and interviews complement each other.
Interviewees confirmed the findings from literature and added practical advices. As for the number of
interviews, it might have been interesting to interview more experts in order to create an even
broader perspective. As more organizations are trying to apply Value Based Healthcare theory in
practice, it would be interesting to learn from other experiences with applying Value Based
Healthcare. As an example, KPMG Plexus has very recently published an article on the topic of
combining Value Based Healthcare and Coordinated Care. Also, external care providers could be a
good addition to the interviewees, such as a GP or a physiotherapist. Additionally, document reviews
of, for example, issues encountered during implementation of a care pathways could provide more
specific guidelines for the pilot and implementation phase.
During the design process, choices were made about the level of detail of the toolbox. For example,
on how detailed the techniques should be described, or how many tools to mention. Users of the
toolbox have the freedom to adjust every phase to their specific situation, as long as the general
phases are followed. Furthermore, it is noticed that the theoretical toolbox as depicted in this thesis
is quite long and not very reader-friendly giving the risk that it might not be fully read. To minimize
this effect, an interactive, more user friendly lay-out is provided in Prezi1.
The application of the toolbox is conducted in the form of a walkthrough and not a full application.
The advantage of a walkthrough compared to other methods, such as a real application, is that it was
possible to perform it within the limited timeframe of this research and it could be done with two
persons instead of a whole team. The disadvantage of a walkthrough in comparison with a real
application is that the first phases have been covered more thoroughly compared to the later phases.
This is due to the fact that from phase 5 on the VBCP needs to be implemented in practice, which is
not possible in a walkthrough. Moreover, the level of detail of the phases covered in the walkthrough
is not as detailed as during a real application, as the walkthrough was performed by two people where
1

Toolbox in Prezi: http://tinyurl.com/VBCPtoolbox
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a multidisciplinary team would be more realistic. The consequence of this is a limited, and by that a
potentially biased, view on the care delivery. In the case of the current research, only the perspective
from the cardiologist from the hospital was taken into account. Consequently, the most relevant
missing views that should be included in future research, are those of the patient’s perspective and
external care organizations. Also, future research can elaborate more on the views of the hospital’s
radiologists, nurses and employees from the function department could have very different views on
the care delivery. However, for the purpose of this thesis the walkthrough did provide important
insights in the practical usability and the completeness of the content. Especially for the phases 0-4 it
can be concluded that the goals and techniques are suitable. In short, it is strongly advised to apply
the current toolbox in real situations with a multidisciplinary team and evaluate the application to gain
insight into where further development of the toolbox is required.
During the evaluation, a questionnaire was used. The questionnaire is an adjusted version of the
Method Evaluation Model of Moody (2003). The questionnaire was originally developed for the
validation of information system design methods, but is also applicable for methods used in other
domains (Moody, 2003). The questions are altered to be used for the evaluation of the toolbox to
develop and implement VBCP. Additionally, the questionnaire is translated into Dutch, as the
reviewers were all Dutch speaking. Most questions of the Method Evaluation Model were relevant for
the VBCP as well. However, some questions seem to be less relevant, for example “Q5: This method
would make it easier for users to verify whether Value Based Care Pathways are correct”. The toolbox
does not have the goal to verify the correctness of a VBCP, nor is ‘correctness of a VBCP’ defined.
Nonetheless, it was decided to include these questions in the questionnaire as the set of questions is
validated. Also, it was recognized that the interpretation of one of the questions appeared to be
different among the reviewers. The questions related to the intention to use the toolbox, one of the
reviewers answered negatively as his vision is to bring value based healthcare into practice without
developing (new) care pathways. He therefore would not use this method, while other reviewers
interpreted the question as when they would implement VBCP, whether they would use this toolbox.
They then would use this toolbox. So for future research the usability should be studied in more detail
by sharper defining terms used in the questionnaire and involving more experts. Feedback from
further evaluations can then point out improvement opportunities to increase the usability.
Concluding, for future work, it would be interesting to test the toolbox by playing a simulation with a
multidisciplinary team or by applying the toolbox to a real situation. In this way, the participants
become familiar with the toolbox and therefore can better evaluate the completeness of its content.
Also the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness can then be better evaluated by holding a
group-discussion and posing an (improved) questionnaire with all participants of the multidisciplinary
team. Regarding the results accomplished with the VBCP, it would be interesting to identify
determinants of success, instead of only the facilitators. The toolbox itself could be elaborated with a
more governance view, encompassing for example the communication and responsibilities between
the different organizational levels. Also a detailed project management planning can provide extra
guidelines for project leaders together with a scheme of what to discuss in meetings.
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8. Conclusions
The goal of the research was to “design a toolbox to develop and implement Value Based Care
Pathways”. This thesis achieved this goal through the making of a toolbox which provides a very good
guideline for the development and implementation of VBCP. It combines the Value Based Healthcare
paradigm with methods for the development and implementation of care pathways and the principles
used are strongly supported in literature and are complemented with expert’s experiences.
Furthermore, it has been applied and evaluated, showing positive outcomes. The eight phases cover
the full span of the project: from the moment an organization starts thinking about VBCPs until the
VBCP is steadily embedded.
Besides the use of the toolbox to develop VBCP, the toolbox also contributes to the set of methods to
develop and implement regular Care Pathways by integrating three different methods from this field.
In order to use the toolbox for regular care pathways, the same phases can be used, but the references
to the typical Value Based Healthcare outcome measures can be replaced by other goals. For example,
in the phase in which value for patients is translated into outcome measures, these can be replaced
by other KPI’s. The consecutive care pathway then should be organized to reach good results on those.
Moreover, this thesis does not only integrate the different existing methods on the field of care
pathway development, but also operationalizes them by describing each phase in more detail. For
example, for every phase clear goals are defined and the actors involved are specified as well as
techniques and tools that are to be used.
In a broader context this toolbox can help improving quality in healthcare while reducing costs. The
toolbox requires and helps to create awareness for the lack of insight in outcomes that matter to
patients. Meanwhile it provides guidelines for how to improve the insight in outcomes and how to
change the care delivery in manageable steps.
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Appendix I
BPM lifecycle (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers, 2013), compared to the phases of the toolbox.

Phase 0
Phase 2

Phase 1

Phase 3

Phase 6+7

Phase 4

Phase 5

Figure 17: The BPM lifecycle (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers, 2013) compared to the phases of the toolbox
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Appendix II
Framework for the development and implementation of Value Based Care Pathways
Phase 1: Screening phase
Goal

Origin *

 Select an important area of practice
 Establish whether a care pathway is the right
methodology to solve the question
 Investigate project-ownership

Campbell, Panella, K&P
Vanhaecht
Vanhaecht, Campbell

Phase 2: Project management phase
Goal

 Setting boundaries to the care path in terms of which
medical condition
 Compose a multidisciplinary core team and a
multidisciplinary workgroup
 Divide tasks and make job appointments
 Find consensus on project plan

Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht
Vanhaecht

Phase 3: Diagnosis and objectification phase
Goal

Review and analyze the organization of the current care
process from four perspectives:
 Own team and organization
 Vision of patient and family
 Available evidence and legislation, such as EBMguidelines or best practices
 External partners

Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht
Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht

Phase 4: Development phase
Goal

 Develop a care pathway based on information from
previous phases
 Develop a care delivery value chain, which
contains the activities that take place over the
full cycle of care
 Develop process maps to show in which order
tasks are performed, by who and how much time
they take
 Estimate the costs and capacity of resources and use
it to calculate the capacity cost rate
 Calculate total cost per care cycle
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Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
K&P, Campbell, Panella

K&P, Campbell, Panella

K&P
K&P
P&L, Porter

 Determine patient outcome measures, based on
Porter’s outcomes hierarchy and available guidelines
(e.g. ICHOM)

Phase 5: Implementation phase
Goal

Origin *

 Inform and educate all stakeholders about content,
changes, roles and tasks, reporting, communication
etc.
 Pilot the care pathway
 Evaluate the pilot
 Implement in daily use

Vanhaecht, Campbell

Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella

Phase 6: Evaluation phase
Goal

 Evaluate usefulness and effect
 Evaluate time and cost estimates

Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
K&P

Phase 7: Continuous follow-up phase
Goal

 Keep pathways alive and in use
 Keep monitoring outcomes and performance
 Keep improving the care pathways and patient value

Vanhaecht, Panella
Vanhaecht, Campbell, Panella
Vanhaecht, Campbell, K&P

* Vanhaecht refers to Vanhaecht et al. (2011); Campbell refers to Campbell et al. (1998); Panella refers to Panella et al.
(2003); K&P refers to Kaplan and Porter (2011); P&L refers to Porter and Lee (2013); Porter refers to Porter (2010)
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Appendix III
The numbering used to refer to articles and interviews:
[1] = Porter (2010)
[2] = Vanhaecht et al. (2011)
[3] = Panella et al. (2003)
[4] = Campbell et al. (1998)
[5] = Expert from Meetbaar Beter
[6] = Expert from Erasmus Zorgbestuur
[7] = Expert and researcher of Value Based Healthcare
[8] = Researcher from the St. Anna Hospital
[9] = Consultant in healthcare logistics
[10] = Specialist and member Council of Specialists at St. Anna Hospital
[11] = Project leader at St. Anna Hospital
[12] = Nurse at St. Anna Hospital
[13] = Physician assistant at St. Anna Hospital
[14] = Combination of cluster management and representatives of the Council of Specialists
[15] = Experts on Business Information Management from external hospital
Phase 0: Preliminary phase[10]

Goal

1. Make value based healthcare part of the care organization’s strategy
and communicate that [1,8,10,12,11] To make the care organization

value oriented, the value based strategy should be embraced by
the highest management, such as the Board of Directors and the
Council of Specialists.[10,11,14] Consequently a holistic view
towards health care improvement needs to be adopted.[1] This
means the goal is to improve over the full cycle of care and to not
focus only internally within one department or only within the
hospital. It needs to be communicated through all levels of the
organization that outcome and cost measurement will become an
integral part of health care delivery. [1,11]
2.

Technique

Get familiar with Value Based Healthcare Theory[10,11]

1. In order to do this stakeholders need to be mapped and a
communication plan per stakeholder needs to be made. [15]
2. In order to get familiar with the Value Based Healthcare theory
articles need to be studied, e.g. Porter (2010).[10] Value in
healthcare is the outcomes relevant to patients compared to the
costs to achieve those outcomes. It is essential to realize that
value is created by providers combined efforts, so the outcomes
and costs are measured over the full cycle of care, not for
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Actors

individual services. [1] Another way to get familiar with Value
Based Healthcare is to visit care organizations that already
adopted (parts of) the strategy.[15]
The actors involved in this phase are the Board of Directors and the
Council of Specialists. [10,11]

Input

The input for this phase is information about Value Based Healthcare in
general and Value Based Care Pathways in particular. The general
information is needed to understand that Value Based Care Pathways are
part of the broader Value Based Healthcare Strategy.

Output

The output of this phase is commitment from highest management to
develop and implement Value Based Care Pathways and the means and
methods to support and facilitate it. The intermediate outcome of the
phase are the stakeholder map and the communication plans per
stakeholder.

Tool

For communication with employees, conventional methods and channels are
used, such as staff meetings, management meetings, the hospital news website
or newsletter. For mapping the stakeholders several tools can be found on the
internet, for example the ‘Stakeholder Analysis Tool’ of Mindtools or
‘Stakeholder Mapping Tool’ of the NHS.
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Phase 1: Screening phase [2]
Goal

Technique

1.
2.
3.
1.

Select an important area of practice [1,2,3,4,10,12]
Quick scan whether a Value Based Care Pathway is feasible [2,6]
Investigate project-ownership [2,11]
The screening phase is the preparation phase in which an important
area of practice is chosen in which the Value Based Care Pathway is
desired. For this selection criteria need to be defined, for example:
- Strategic:
What area do we want to excel in? [1,10,14]
What is relevant for our (social/demographic) environment? [10,14]

-

-

Quality criteria:
Where do we score low on outcomes (high mortality for example)?
[3,10]
Which area has high variations that affect patient outcomes? [3,4,7]
In which area can we improve results by multidisciplinary team
efforts? [7]
Process criteria:
Which area has high volumes? [3,4,12]
Which area scores low on process measures? [3]
In which area is high interest among staff? [4]

-

Financial criteria:
Which area has high costs? [3,4,10]
The criteria can then be placed in a Decision Matrix, which is a way to give weight
to each criterion and calculate which area is preferred. [15]

Actors

2. When the area of practice is determined a small business case (in
some organizations called Project Assignment From) needs to be
made to show the expected needed resources and the expected
outcomes. It should also incorporate expected risks and feasibility.
[6,11]
3. When the area of practice is determined a project-owner needs to be
appointed. [2,11] Preferably, the project-owner is a specialist from
the chosen area of practice. This has advantages, because specialists
are responsible for the delivery of care and on the other hand because
of organizational support. [5,6,7,9] Furthermore, conventional
project management methods are used, e.g. stakeholder mapping,
force field analysis and an impact analysis can be used to make an
overview of who has interests in the care pathway under
consideration and who gets affected by change and therefore should
be incorporated in the process of development. [2]
The actors involved in this phase are the Board of Directors, the Council of
Specialists, management and the process owner. [2,6] Ideally, also external
organizations, such as GPs or home care, are involved in this decision. [14]
Optionally, representatives of these teams form a committee to organize
VBCP throughout the hospital. [10,11] Members of this committee will
become early adopters and specialized in Value Based Care Pathways and
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Input

are responsible for sharing the information throughout the hospital.
Additionally, core players in the area of practice that is (about to be) chosen
need to be involved to gather support. [4,11]
The input that makes this phase start is the request for a new value based
care pathway or when changes in a current pathway are needed. [2]
The input information that can be used during the phase is:

Output



Information on performance indicators, core numbers on volumes,
patient experiences, complaints, financial feedback, information from
visitations, accreditations and internal audits or year reports [2]



Information on candidates for project-ownership and the multidisciplinary team [2]

The output that signals completion of this phase is the objective
motivation (in the form of a small business case) to start the project,
commitment of management and core players in the chosen field to
change and innovate the process of care and the assignment of a project
owner. [1,2,6]
Interim results of analysis during this stage include scores for the current
care on selection criteria and filled in in the Decision Matrix, the stakeholder
map, force field analysis and impact analysis.

Tool

Tools that can be used during this phase are an (organization specific)
business case format, actionable matrices or project sheets for the project
owner.
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Phase 2: Project planning phase [2]
Goal

Technique

1. Determining the scope of the value based care pathway in terms of
medical condition and related co-morbidities [1,2,3,4,7,13]
2. Compose a multidisciplinary core team and a multidisciplinary
workgroup [1,2,3,4,6,9,11,13]
3. Divide tasks and make job appointments [2,11]
4. Find consensus on project plan (including time planning) [2,14]
5. Gather support [2,4,6,8,9,10,11]
1. In the project planning phase the medical condition for which the Value
Based Care Pathway will be developed, will be defined. According to
Porter (2010) a medical condition is “the interrelated set of a patients’
medical circumstances that is best addressed in an integrated way. It
includes the most common co-occurrences or associated conditions.” E.g.
breast cancer; or diabetes including vascular disease, retinal disease,
renal disease and hypertension. Therefore, for the medical condition the
range of related diseases, coexisting conditions, and associated
complications need to be specified. [1] Also the beginning and the end of
the care cycle need to be made explicit. [1,2]
2. A multidisciplinary core team and a multidisciplinary work group need to
be formed. In general the members need to be motivated and enthusiast
and able to spread this motivation and enthusiasm on the people around
them. Furthermore, they need to be key figures in order to gather
support among colleagues. [11,12]
The core team consists of representatives of professional groups with
direct patient interaction [2,4,6,10,11,12,13], supported by an executive
[2,10,11,13] and a representative of management[2,6,10,11,13]. One of
the members of the core team is the project leader, or in case dual
leadership is desired, two members of the core team lead the
project.[10] Important characteristics of the project leader(s) are the
ability to smoothly communicate with people on different levels of the
organization and the ability to persevere.[11]
The work group is formed by representatives of all types of involved care
professionals, such as physicians (family practitioners to specialists),
nurses or social workers, but also employees from supporting services
[2,3,4,6,8,11,12,13], representatives of external organizations and
patient representatives [1,2,8,13].
3. The core team is responsible for the preparations, elaboration and
evaluation of the full project. The broader workgroup supports the core
team by giving input, helping with data collection and reviewing
intermediate results. [2,10,14] In order to make clear the division of
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tasks and job appointments different techniques can be useful, such as
a time-task matrix. [2]
4. To show the project plan a Gantt chart or project charter can be helpful.
If consensus is found on the project plan this can be captured in a project
contract. [2]
5. This phase is also used to find support on all levels of the organization.
[11] Employees who are not involved in the core team or workgroup but
will be affected by the changes and innovations need to be informed and
support the project as well. [2,12] In order to achieve this, people will
need to see the benefits of the Value Based Care Pathway. [8,9,11,12]
This can be done in different ways: specialists tend to be persuaded by
numbers[5,8,9], while other care staff will get interested when it is made
clear which of the problems they perceive will be solved with the new
approach [5,9,12]. It can also work motivating to show results achieved
in other care organizations or for other care pathways. [7,15] To allow
easy communication the stakeholder map and communication plan from
phase 0 are used here. [15] Besides, multidisciplinary focus groups need
to be organized to discuss possible reasons for resistance and
consequently these points need to be taken into account in the project
plan. [9,11,12,13]
Actors

The actors involved in this phase are the Core team consisting of:
 Representatives of professional groups with direct patient interaction
 Representative from management
 Executive
The Work group consisting of:





Multiple persons of each professional group
Employees from support services (e.g. business control, finance,
quality department, etcetera)
Representatives from external organizations (e.g. suppliers, home care
organizations, GPs, physiotherapists, etcetera)
A patient representative (or patients represented by means of
interviews/questionnaires)

Furthermore, employees who are not involved in the core team or workgroup
but will be affected by the changes and innovations need to be informed
about and support the project as well.
Input

The input triggering this phase to start is the decision to develop a care
pathway. [2] Input used during this phase is medical knowledge on medical
conditions and common co-occurrences.
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Output

The output for this phase is a clear project structure in the form of a project
plan/framework (including for example appointments on project leadership,
roles and responsibilities of core team and work group members, timeline of
the project). [2] Also the scope of the area of practice is delimited to a welldefined medical condition and time frame. [1,2]

Tool

If the organization has a standard project framework (e.g. project structure,
project contracts), this needs to be used during this phase.
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Phase 3: Diagnosis and goal setting phase [2]
Goal

Technique

1. Analyze the current care process from four perspectives:
 Own team and organization [2,3,4,6,9,11,13]
 Vision of patient and family [1,2,5,6,11]
 Available medical evidence and legislation [2,8,10]
 External partners [1,2,9,11]
2. Define patient outcome measures for the medical condition and set
goals for these outcome measures [1,5,6,7]
1. Techniques that can be used for the analysis of the current care
processes are mentioned below for each of the four perspectives.
 Own team and organization
In order to get a view on the current activities taking place in the care process,
involved care providers and bottlenecks, the following techniques can be
used: dossier analysis [2,4], process mapping [1,2,4], bottleneck analysis [2],
document analysis [2], surveying of team members [2,11,13], focus
groups[2,11,13], questionnaires[2], discipline-task matrix[2], value stream
maps[2,15], failure mode and effect analysis [2]. The analysis of the care
process helps during the identification of relevant outcome dimensions and
can be used for linking particular outcome dimensions to specific processes
of care from which they arise. [1,5,7]


Vision of patient and family

In order to determine which outcomes are important and relevant to patients,
interviews or focus groups with patients and their families or with patient
representatives from patient associations or patient advisory councils, can be held.
[1,2,4,5,9] Other techniques are a walk-through or shadowing of a particular
patient. [2]

 Available medical evidence and legislation
A document analysis of (national and international) EBM-guidelines and
standards, evidence based key interventions, benchmark outcome measures
(e.g. ICHOM) and legislation is carried out. [8,10] To study best practices it is
also interesting to interview or visit other national or international care
organization to discover how they have organized their care processes.
[5,8,15]
 External partners
Besides the participation in the working group, interviews or questionnaires
are held with first, second or third line care providers, such as GP’s, home
carers, a quality coordinator, etc. about the coordination and cooperation.
[2]
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2. To determine the group of relevant patient outcomes, Porter (2010)
mentioned the following principles:
“[1] Outcomes should include the health circumstances most relevant to
patients;
[2] they should cover both near-term and longer-term health, addressing
a period long enough to encompass the ultimate results of care;
[3] outcomes should cover the full range of services and providers that
jointly determine the patients’ results; and
[4] outcome measurement should include sufficient measurement of risk
factors or initial conditions to allow for risk adjustment.”[1]
In order to structure the outcome measures, the 3-tier hierarchy of
Porter (2010) is used. [1,5,7,10,15] At least one outcome measure
should be chosen on each tier of the hierarchy. [1,7] Risk adjustment
should take into account the relevant initial conditions, such as stage of
the disease, and patient compliance with treatments. [1]
The criteria for the set of outcome measures are:
+ importance to the patient [1,3]
+ validity (based on EBM, literature) [3]
+ reliability and feasibility of data collection [3]
+ comparability [3]
+ variability (variable enough to require focus and improvement, and
justify the costs of measurement) [1]
Note: Controllability explicitly is no criteria as it should be of secondary
importance as the primary purpose of measuring outcomes is to
document problems that need to be studied and addressed.[1]

Actors

Furthermore, it is important to have an overview of the coherence of
outcome measures. [1,7] To achieve that an overview of the
complementariness and tradeoffs between outcomes needs to be made.
The benefit is that it shows explicitly that improving on one outcome will
affect others. For example, to achieve more complete recovery a heavier
treatment may be required or a higher risk of complications may be
present. [1]
The Core team and Work group (potentially divided into subgroups [2])
gather and structure the information. The Core Team will analyze the
information and define the outcome measures. [2,3,4] Moreover, the Core
Team will present the set of outcome measures to the Work Group, which
will provide feedback. The Core Team processes the feedback and proposes
an improved set of outcome measures to the Work Group (and other
stakeholders). This can be repeated until consensus is reached.
Patient, family and patient associations are involved by means of the
interviews, focus groups or questionnaires in order to provide information.
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1st, 2nd, 3rd line care providing partners which are not part of the Work Group,
are involved via interviews or questionnaires.
Input

The input required to start this phase is an agreement on the project planning
and project structure as developed in the previous phase, which results in a
desire to actually start analyzing the current care processes and defining
outcome measures. [2]
During this phase input is gathered from interviews[1,2,3,4,11,13], focus
groups [1,2,3,4,11,13], questionnaires, documents, legislation, standards and
protocols[1,2,3,4]. Also the (clinical) expertise of Core Team and Work Group
members is used as input for the analysis done during this phase.

Output

This phase will ultimately lead to a set of patient outcome measures for the
specific medical condition.
Intermediate outcomes from the analyses are:
Own team and organization: current bottlenecks, view on minimal necessary
resources to organize pathway qualitatively, general overview of care
activities and involved care providers. [2]
Vision of patient and family: patient expectations, patient preferences,
important pillars for good care from a patient perspective. [1,2]
Available evidence and legislation: overview of the latest available
(international) standards and already developed sets of outcome measures.

Tool

External partners
Objective evaluation of current organization of the care process.
The set of outcome measures can be presented in the format of the outcome
hierarchy of Porter (2010).
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Phase 4: Development phase [2]
Goal

1. Make an overview of the activities that take place over the full cycle
of care and develop the process map of the Value Based Care
Pathway to show in which order tasks are performed, by who and
how much time they take [1,2,3,7,11]
2. Estimate the costs and capacity of resources and use it to calculate
the capacity cost rate and calculate the total cost per care cycle [1,7]
3. Analyze the impact of the new care process on other care processes
[10,14]
Technique 1. As care activities are interdependent and value is created by the
combined efforts of all of them, an overview of all activities that take
place over the full cycle of care needs to be made. The overview of the
activities gives insight in the relation between care activities and patient
outcomes. [1,5,7] Next, the activities need to be translated into a
process map, which gives the sequence and timing of the processes and
shows possible alternative routes. [1,2,3,7,11] Based on the process
map it can be determined when and how to measure outcomes, for
example by sending questionnaires (PROMs) to patients before, during
and after the care process. [1,5,8,15] To have consistency in the
modeling language and process models through the hospital, BPMN
(Business Process Modeling and Notation) can be used to visualize the
Value Based Care Pathway. In the appendix short instructions for the
use of this modeling language can be found.
2. The technique to determine the costs for the full cycle of care is
described by Kaplan and Anderson (2013) as the Time-Driven Activity
Based Costing method. In the appendix short instructions or the use of
this method can be found.
3. When the process map with the future-state of the care process is
made, a Change Impact Analysis needs to be done to analyze the
potential consequences for other care processes and he risks
associated with the change. If the impact is perceived large,
adjustments need to be made to one of the processes. If the impact is
only limited, the results of the Change Impact Analysis need to be
communicated prior to the pilot/implementation phase.
Actors
The Core Team develops the Value Based Care Pathway [2] and calculates
the costs of the full cycle of care. When a design is ready, the Core
Team will present it to the Work Group, who will provide feedback on the
design. After the feedback session the Core Team will come with an
improved design. This improved design – feedback loop will be repeated
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until consensus is found on the design of the Value Based Care Pathway.
[13]
Input

The input needed for this phase is the information gathered in phase 3.

Output

The output of this phase is the process map of the Value Based Care
Pathway (including the elements of care, the sequence of events and the
expected patient progress) and the results of the impact analysis.

Tool

For the process mapping several programs supporting BPMN can be used,
for example MS Visio.
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Phase 5: Pilot and implementation phase [2]
Goal

Technique

Actors

1. Make a pilot- and implementation plan [2]
2. Inform and educate all stakeholders about content, changes, roles and
tasks, reporting, communication etc. [2,4,9,11,12,13]
3. Pilot the Value Based Care Pathway
4. Evaluate the pilot
5. Implement in daily use [2,3,4,13]
1. The pilot and implementation plan states the task division in the Core
Team, such as a contact person in case of acute problems and how to
collect feedback. [2] Also the duration of the pilot in time or amount of
patients should be specified. [2,4]
2. Taking back the stakeholder analysis and the communication plan per
stakeholder from phase 0 the way and intensity of communication is
specified per stakeholder. [15] For example, too inform and educate
stakeholders within the care process special information and education
sessions can be held. [2,3,4,10,13] This can be sessions combined for
multiple disciplines or specific clinical lessons for one or few disciplines.
[13] Also written communication via conventional channels is used to
communicate changes for example to the care providers not directly
affected by the changes. Also a patient magazine can be made to inform
patients structurally.
3. When all stakeholders are informed, the pilot of the Value Based Care
Pathway can be run. This means that patients that are qualified for the
care pathway will follow the new process.
4. The pilot of the Value Based Care Pathway needs to be evaluated on
understandability and usability. Therefore issue lists are available during
the pilot and feedback meetings with stakeholders are held. [2,13]
Besides, the use of the Care Pathway can be monitored by collecting data
of the tasks of each professional and the possible deviations from the
path. [3] These deviations might indicate flaws in the care pathway or in
the inclusion criteria for patients.
5. Feedback from the pilot on the understandability and usefulness will
either lead to implementation in daily use (go to phase 6), revision of the
Value Based Care Pathway (go back to phase 4) or additional information
gathering (go back to phase 3). [2,3,4,13]
The Core team informs and educates colleagues and other stakeholders.
Therefore all health staff who provide care for patients with the chosen
condition is involved, as well as supporting services and the patient himself.
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Input

Output

Tool

The elaborated Value Based Care Pathway is the input for this phase. During
the phase a pilot- and implementation plan is made. Also the stakeholder map
and communication plan from phase 0 are input to this phase.
The experiences during the pilot will produce issue lists and feedback. This
feedback might lead to the decision to gather additional information or ask
advice from other clinical disciplines or management. After adjustments to the
care pathway are made, the decision can be made to use path in daily practice.
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system
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Phase 6: Evaluation phase [2,9]
Goal

Technique

Actors

1. Evaluate outcomes and costs for the full cycle of care (=evaluate value!)
[1,11]
2. Evaluate time and cost estimates [1]
3. Evaluate usability [2,9,11,13]
4. Communicate outcomes of the evaluation [6,9,12,13]
1. The most important evaluation is that of the results on the patient
outcome measures, which can be described in an (internal) report.
[1,5] Moreover, risk-adjustment as defined in phase 3 needs to be
taken into account (such as initial conditions). [1] Secondly, the costs
of the full cycle of care are compared with the achieved outcomes to
determine the value delivered to patients. [1] The outcomes can either
be compared to benchmark organizations or to own goals or previous
scores on outcome measures. [1,5,15] If comparing with other
organizations it can be very interesting to visit them and see how they
organized their care processes. [5,8,15] Based on the findings
improvement opportunities need to be identified and taken up by the
Core team. [5,6,7] This leads to continuous improvement in
incremental steps and an evolving Value Based Care Pathway. [7,8]
Moreover, it should be checked whether the outcome measures are
still up to date or e.g. must be adjusted to new developments. [5]
2. The estimates used to calculate the costs and time for the full cycle of
care need to be evaluated and adjusted if needed. [1] This does not
change the actual pathway, but only the parameters used in the
calculation of the cost.
3. The usability of the Value Based Care Pathway in daily practice is again
evaluated. This consists of analysis of variances, in which reasons for
deviations from the pathway are discussed. This can lead discovery of
common variations, which may result in either a proposal to change the
pathway or to alerts to staff to better follow the care pathway. [2,3,4,9]
4. The results of the Value Based Care Pathway need to be discussed with
all stakeholders. [1,2,5,8,9,11] This includes results in terms of value
(outcomes and costs), but also the results about the usability. During
these meetings the Core Team also presents what will be the new areas
of improvement within the cycle of care.
The Core Team analyses the outcomes, but input can be collected by the
Work group and other stakeholders. [2] Besides, the Core Team initiates and
leads the sessions in which the outcomes are discussed. For these meetings
all stakeholders should be invited, or different meetings for different groups
of stakeholders can be held. It is important to note that all stakeholders
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Input

Output

Tool

involved should get feedback, as well the Board of Directors and Council of
Specialists, as the people on the workplace.
The data that is needed to evaluate:
 Data of the patient outcomes (e.g. PROMs)
 Cost calculations
 Process data (did the patient follow the path?)
For the evaluation of the outcome measures, new available evidence or
standards should be studied.
The output consists of reports/scorecards with overview of scores on
outcome measures and cost measures. Furthermore, identified areas with
opportunities for improvement in the care pathway are listed.
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system to
log process compliance
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Phase 7: Continuous follow-up phase [2,9]
Goal

Technique

Actors

Input
Output
Tool

1.
2.
3.
1.

Keep improving the care pathways and patient value [1,6,10,11]
Keep pathways alive and in use [2,6,9,11]
Keep monitoring outcomes and performance [2,11]
Based on the identified areas with chances for improvement, a new
work group can be formed of professionals involved in that part. To
generate improvement ideas for the specified problem the RePro
technique can be used.
2. Furthermore, the current pathway still needs to be followed and
monitored. Therefore the awareness for the new way of working
needs to stay high and continuously monitored to prevent falling
back in old routines.
3. Ongoing evaluation and incremental improvements should become
the standard. [1,2,8,11,13] Therefore the outcomes need to be
measured and discussed regularly, and improvement areas need to
be indicated.
The Core team needs to initiate and lead the sessions in which the areas
which need improvement are discussed and where improvement ideas
are made explicit. The Core Team is also responsible for keeping the
awareness among care providers high and to set up continuous
monitoring and improvement.
The input for this phase is the overview of the results from the evaluation
in phase 6. During this phase new overviews of results will be generated.
The output of this phase is improvement ideas, which will be used as input
for the redesign of the Care Pathway.
Reporting system for patient outcomes and hospital information system
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Appendix IV
Facilitators and barriers for the development and implementation of VBCP with references.

The numbering used to refer to articles and interviews: (same as in Appendix III)
[1] = Porter (2010)
[2] = Vanhaecht et al. (2011)
[3] = Panella et al. (2003)
[4] = Campbell et al. (1998)
[5] = Expert from Meetbaar Beter
[6] = Expert from Erasmus Zorgbestuur
[7] = Expert and researcher of Value Based Healthcare
[8] = Researcher from the St. Anna Hospital
[9] = Consultant in healthcare logistics
[10] = Specialist and member Council of Specialists at St. Anna Hospital
[11] = Project leader at St. Anna Hospital
[12] = Nurse at St. Anna Hospital
[13] = Physician assistant at St. Anna Hospital
[14] = Combination of cluster management and representatives of the Council of Specialists
[15] = Experts on Business Information Management from external hospital
Facilitators
Commitment and enthusiasm
Cooperation and critical attitude of complete multidisciplinary
team
Involve all major disciplines concerned with the patient care in
the development of the care pathway. It will result in greater
validity and is more likely to be implemented
Great leadership (person responsible for coordination must be
sufficiently well informed and high enough standing within
the organization), energy, good communication and time to
implement
Give staff freedom to use their best clinical judgment
Find a balance between clinician autonomy and
standardization
Clinicians must be the key players (for knowledge and daily
responsibility and involvement in design, implementation and
continuous monitoring)
Team lead by the responsible doctor
Add a quality executive to support the team (doctors and md
team focus on content)
Set a limited amount of achievable goals upfront
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Origin
2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13

4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11

3, 4, 7, 9, 12,13

2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11,

2, 9
2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

Clear communication + show what you do with the input
people give
Consistency in communication
Stick to your goal
Add finance / business control
Sharing outcomes
Data sharing between care givers (and have it available on
moment needed via e.g. electronic patient records)
Ease of extracting data
Good IT infrastructure
Make making changes to the care pathway easily accessible to
encourage regular change and development. E.g. if a checklist
needs to be printed, print it cheap and locally.
Start in surgical services as that care is more easily predictable
and routines are already in place
Educating physicians and clinicians about business concepts
Multidisciplinary work groups provide protection against the
risk of a pathway led by only one professional group: opinion
based variations
Quantification of outcomes can provide the key to effective
dialogues
Following the methodology is no guaranty for success, but it
can support the multidisciplinary team to (re)design the care
processes
Having an overview of the tradeoffs and complementariness
between outcomes will help where to focus attention and
innovation
In order to evaluate outcomes and compare providers,
outcomes must be risk-adjusted or stratified, otherwise
misleading conclusion can be drawn.
Establishing uniform (inter)national outcome-measurement
standards and methods
do not start to randomly collect data, because the abundance
of data is confusing
Make Care Pathway understandable for patients
verwachtingsmanagement
The activities in the Care Pathway should follow evidence
based medicine guidelines
Take institutional circumstances into account as they might
influence the effectiveness
The goal of measuring, reporting and comparing outcomes is
to (rapidly) improve the outcomes and make good choices
about reducing costs by enabling and incentivizing innovation
Be aware it is a process of change which needs change
management and causes dis-balance in the organization.

5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13

Barriers

Origin
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5, 7, 11, 12, 13
9, 11, 13
6, 8, 11
8
3, 4, 11, 12
4, 5, 7, 8, 9
4, 9, 13

4
3
3, 9, 12

3, 5, 9
2

1, 5

1, 13

1, 5, 7, 9
5, 7
4, 6, 9, 11
4, 10
3, 7
1

7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13

No commitment of higher management for financial and
manpower resources when no clear vision on results.
Lack of credit given for improvements in quality of care
Benefits are mainly quality based and not a search for cost
savings
A large investment of time is needed (which could be spent on
clinical activities)
Reluctance to change  doctors see pathway as cookbook
medicine, even though they could change the pathway for a
patient at any time. They sometime refuse to change their
routines even when they have been proved to be ineffective.
Tried to solve this with constant dialogue within the team,
between clinicians and managers. When it was impossible to
create such a dialogue, the implementation of the pathways
failed.
Lack of suitable existing evidence based guidelines and
insufficient time and resources to develop these locally
Obstructive interpersonal politics
Current information systems have many difficulties, which
might hinder the documenting and collection of data from
current sources
Difficulties in the coordination and communication with other
levels of care
Trying to measure too much during the screening phase
Only measure during the diagnosis and objectification phase
and fail to implement optimizations
Trying to solve every detailed problem before implementation
can de-motivate the team
Starting to early with the implementation, before everything
is good and clear (e.g. when trainings are needed, wait until
they are given)
Difficulties in identifying outcome measures due to a too
narrow or too broad focus or limited by convention
Providers tend to measure only what they directly control or
what is easily measured rather than what matters for
outcomes. E.g. providers tend to measure process compliance
(EB guidelines). (it should continue but it is in itself not
enough) see p8
Difficulties in gathering longitudinal patient results (including
high costs)
Providers tend to focus on immediate results
Difficulties in measuring costs due to fragmentation of care,
which makes numbers of what is built not useful  costs
must be aggregated around the patient
The unit of reimbursement is not (yet) aligned with the unit of
value
Due to the current organizational structure and focus on their
individual interventions, care professionals find it hard to see
and take responsibility for outcomes and costs for the full
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4, 6, 9, 11
4, 6, 7
4, 5, 6
4, 8, 12, 13,
3, 4, 7, 9, 13

4, 6
4, 8
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12

3, 12, 13
2
2
2
12, 13

1

1

1, 7, 8

1, 7
1

cycle of care, blaming lack of control over “outside” actors
(even those in the same hospital) and patients’ compliance.
Not implementing the care pathway
Not evaluating the care pathway
(or not doing anything with the evaluation results)
Refusal to adopt clinical pathway, even when evidence for the
new method is present and discussed.
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4, 11
4, 6, 9
3

Appendix V
A1 Organization of the St. Anna Care Group

Figure 18: Organization of the St. Anna Care Group
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Appendix VI
Example Project Assignment Form (Dutch)

Project Opdracht formulier (POF)

Projectnaam

:

Opdrachtgever

:

Projectleider

:

Projectcoördinator

:

Datum van vaststelling

:

Versie beheer

Versie

Auteur

Gezien door:
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PROJECTBESCHRIJVING
Aanleiding

Doelstelling

Projectproduct-(en) inclusief meetbaarheid

Afbakening

Randvoorwaarden

Relaties met andere projecten

Het project Verzorgenden en Verpleegkundigen 2020 kent draagvlakken met de volgende
projecten en ontwikkelingen binnen het Catharina Ziekenhuis:
Projecten/ontwikkelingen:

Versterken en/of bedreigen:



Fasering & Tools
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Notulen, actie- en
besluitenlijst

Fase

Stakeholderanalyse
…

Projectorganisatie
Rol - naam

Taken

Overlegstructuren binnen het project
Wie -Wie

Onderwerpen

Frequentie

Projectkosten
Kostenpost

€

Financiering middels:

Risico’s
Mogelijk risico in project

Beheersmaatregel
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Appendix VII
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